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INTRODUCTION
The East that was for centuries in a deep and al-
H�st stupid slumber is no^ beginning to wake up and assert
itself. 'This is true, not only regarding the political a-
wakening of the '^'astern nations, but there ure sif/r.s that
dearly show that tiie East is ^ing through a religious a-
wakening as well, me Buddhists are now having their norld
Council, and are trying to revive their religion and their
Scriptures. The Hindus are now doing laieir best to bring
back the Hindu culture and pattern of life In Uie indepen
dent India, which is no� clearly seen in its increasing op
position to Christianity. I^at the hidden but dominant
ideal of the Muslims is to have a Fan-Islaisic world in an
open fact to iMtny.
The Christian adLssionaries, ministers &nA preachers
in IMia can not ignore the above facts. Ihey must now real
ise that the people to whom they are prea<^^ing the Gospel are
gradually becoiaing better educated and are �ell-versed in the
knowledge of their own religion, ^is laeans the ministers
and preadbers of the QoapeX mxst have an adequate knowledge
of the basis of the Indian religious thou^t. If at all they
are to oho* satisfactorily the error of the Hindu way and
the necessity of the day of Christ.
In this thesis an attempt is made to bring out in a
sltnplified way, the idea of God, 3in and Salvation, as we
find it in the vast field of the Indian philosophy, which
is the basis of the Bindu way of life.
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My sincere thanks are due to Dr, P.B. Kuhn Ph.D.
and to Dr� O.A, Turner Ph.D.. for encouraging and assist
ing mo in the �riting of this thesis and for giving m�
very helpful suj^^estions and gxUdance.
I ftlao mzst t&ank liiss S.^ihults and Mrs. Bethel
Splcer for getting froia the various other libraries, the
touch needed books for ay reference. But for their help,
this attesipt �ould havc� been futile indeed.
Lastly, I mst thank !r'^. H.K. Ssith for eonsent-
in? to type this thesis, requiring long hours of alraost
non�.stop typing, because the ti^ at her disposal was very
short. I thank her for taking so amch trouble for me, and
for doing an excellent job in the typing of this thesis.
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CHAPTER I
THE MEANmO AUD SCOPS OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHY
1
Indian Philosophy and tho Hindu Religion
It is of prlBiary iiq)OZ>tanoe to begin the follow
ing discussions by taking into consideration the exact
sieaning ^id soope of the subject matter. It la intended
here to discuss the idea of God, Sin, and Salvation in
Indian philosophy. The words � Indian Philosophy' are un
derlined because it is likely that one may get confused
in thinking that Indies fhilosophy and Hindu Philosophy
are the same. However, one imist bear In mind tliat Indian
Philosoj^y is not the Philoao|day of the Hindu religion.
Indian Philoso^iy and Hindu Philosophy would be synon-
offlous if the word 'Hindu* laeans those people who follow
a partictilar religion kaovm as Hinduism. It is necessary
to make a distinction l^twee^i the words Indisdi and Hindu,
because every Indian may not ^ a Hizidu by religion, and
hence �^en we speak of Indian phlloeopiiy, it denotes all
the phllosophioal thou^t of all the Indian thinkers
whettier ^ey were Hindus or i^t.
Indias |^l08O|diy denotes the phllosophioal
speculations of all mdian thinkers � ancient or j
siodem, Hindus or non-Hindus, theists or atheists.
C&atterjee and Dutta, Jja Introduction to
Indian Philosophy, p. 4.
2Even t^e ancient writings of the orthodox Hindu
phiXosopers like Madhavachrya try to present in one plaoe
the views of all the sdkiools of Indian i^iilosophy includ
ing in them the views of atheistic Charvakas and unortho
dox thinkers like Idie Baudhas and the Jainas, along wltdii
those of l^e orthodox Hindu thinkers.
The reader now will see that in this thesis one is
not conf iiMid to the idea of Qod, sin and salvation as It
is found in Hinduism alone. Because Indian i^iloaophy has
various s^^ls and various diverse trma&a of thought, and
it is necessary to inclt^e all of them In the following
discussion.
As other religious philosoidiies, for example, Jain-
ism and Buddhism, are included in the Indian field of p^l-
osoj^y, it is necessary to take them into consideration as
well. Biis leads to the discussion of ^@ classification
of the schools of Indian philosoi^y.
The S^jools of Iwllan Fhilosophy
One basis of the classification of the Indian
schools of i^ilosophy is the ?edaB. Hence, the place of
the Vedaa in Indian philosophy is very important indeed,
for the Vedas are the very foundation of the phllosoi:^!-
eal thou^t of India. '"Phe Vedas are the earliest doou-
2
imnt of the hisaan mind ttaat wo jjossess.
'*
^
Radhakrishnan, Indian fhilosophy, vol. 1, p. 63
3Max MAller says,
one has aver doubted that In the Vedas
we have the earliest jxtonument of Aryan language and
thoui^t, and in a oertain sense, of Aryan literature
whloh, in an almost niiraculoua way, has been preserved
to us, during the long nig^t of centuries, chiefly by
Bseans of oral tradition.
"The Vedas tell us something of the early
growth of the human mind of whi<^ we find no trace
^yi^re else." 3
Thus, it will be seen that the antiquity of tl^ Vedas it
self meust have pro^ted t^e Indian thinkers to draw from
them their Inspiration in a positive or a negative way.
^The V4^as are the earliest available re
cords of Indira thought, especially philosoi^leal
speculation is gireatly influenced by the Vedas either
positively or negatively." ^
It is said here, **positively or negatively^', be
eause it Is not that all the philosophical syeteaw ac
cepted the Vedas as their full aut�tority. Some schools
definitely rejected it und some did not challenge it, \^
tried to show that the testimony of the Vedas was harmn-
ious wit^ tS^ir rationally established theories.
fhia will show that tfoere may be two types in ta�e
s^sools of Indian philosophy, one accepting tho Vedas as
their authority and the other rejecting it. the follow-
diagram will show this classification very clearly.
Max lihiller. The Six Systems of fhilosoi^y, pp. 35, 35
Oiattorjee aaid Dutta, od. cit* p. 7
Xzidlan Sdbools of Philosophy
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Schools rejecting Vcdic Schools accepting Vedic
eul^rity authority
(1) Charviika
(2) Jaina ^ ^
(3) Bauddha
Schools diroctly Schools based on
based on Vedic texts Independent grounds
(1) Hyaya
(2) Saukhya
(3) Vaises:lica
(4) Yoga
Schools ejt^hasizing the rlt- Sfdbools essphasiglng the
ualistlc side of the Vedas speculative side of the
Vedas
(1) Miiaansa (1) Vedanta
fhuSj, roughly, the schools in Indian philosophy
can be tersed as non-Vedic and Vedic, - Meaning tibyose
whi<^ assept the Vedas and those ^loh do not,
VjoAqt the non-V^lc s<Siools we Include Charvaka,
Jainas, and Bauddha systems of thou^t, TSa^se systems may
even be oalled atheistic; they deny tdtie existence of 0�d
as they deny the authority of the Vedas.
Under the Vedic schools are included the Hyaya,
Sankhya, Vaisesika, Yoga, Mimaunsa, and Vedanta, Here
again a sli^t distinction must be noted, llae Vedic tra-
dition had two sides, the ritualistic and the speculative
(Kanaa and Bnyan). Th& Mimaunsa emphasized the ritualis
tic aspect and raised a philosophy to Justify and help
the continuation of Vedio rltos and rituals. The
Vedanta eisiphasie�^ the speculative a^spsct of the Vedas and
sdoY�lopid an �latwrafe� phlloaophy out of Vodlo speou-
lations. As tx>th t^ose schools were direct continua
tions of Vedic culture, both are sometiraes called by the
eozmaon najne ^Mimaunsa" , and for the sake of distinction
the first is called "Furva MimLunsa** and the second is
called 'Uttara Mistaunsa^''*
Regarding the reaainijig four schools, one must
bear is sdi^l that ^ey all are not Iftieistio in the proper
sense of t^e word* *"!3iey are r�>garded as orthodox (tliejtgtio)
not because they accept the autlK�rlty of the V^aa." ^ For
exasmle, t^e Mimaunsa &aA the Sankli^m do not believe in Ood
as the creator of the world, yet they are Called the istic
because they believe in the authoritativeness of t3ae Vedas .
The six systems mentioned above are not t^e only
^eistic or Vedic systems; t^y are the chief ones. There
are soaie less Important schools suciti as the Grammarian
school, ^e medical school and so on* l^t we are concemM
only with the six Vedic schools and the three non-Vedie
BoSaooXs as giv^ In the <diart above. 3o the reader will
understand that to trace t^e idea of Ood, Sin, and Salva
tion in Indian philosophy, only the systee^ of thou^t mo
tioned above are dealt with.
As we deal with the Systems of Indian philosoi^y
it 1� also intended to deal with the idea of Ood, Sin and
Salvation in the laodam trend of Indian religious tl�>u^t
as found in some of the most lij^jortant iaodem religious
ChatterJee and Datta, op,, cit. , p. 6
6novemonts, eommnlj kxiovn as the ^'Samajes". Partieu-
larly th� following ones are chosen to deal with: the
Brahsia Samay, Arya Samay, Radhakrislana mission and
Theosophy*
How the Indian Systems Developed
"PoiKiness for philosophic speculation has
always been a characteristic of the Hindus, This
trait began to manifest itself in some remarkable
speculations about the origin of the universe, ev<m
in the early documemts* (Rig Veda 10:72; lOsBl;
10:l?lj At^&rva V�da 10 s^:, 7). But it became dornl-
nant in the third set of sacred scriptures, the Upyn-
ishads, ^her� youths and evfflci worasn display interest
in plLilosophie dise\ission.
Hius says Ur. Hume, asserts tliat philosojdii-
cal bent is natural trend of Indlioi mind, ^e also quote
here rather lengthily Max Mtlller, an au^ority on Hindu
ism*
'*It was only in a coiantry like India, �iith
all its phys leal advantages and disadvantages, that
such a ricdi development of philoaophical thou^t as
^e can wat<^ in Qie six systems of philosophy^ could
htv? taken pl iC3, In ancient India ^ere could hard
ly have been a very severe struggle for life. The
necossaries of life were abundantly p3:t>vided by nat
ure, and people with few testes ^uld live there like
birds in a forest, and soar like birds towards the
fresh air of heaven and the eternal sources of lii^t
and truth, 'hlx&t was there to do for th as who, In
order to escape from the heat of ttoe tropical sun,
had taken thoir abode in the shade of groves or in Mie
coves of mountaimus valleys, exci^t to meditate on
v#orld in ??hlch they found thems salves pieced, they
did not know how �nd why? There was hardly ^y poli
tical life in ancient India such as we kno ' it from
Vedas, and in ccmsequence neither jxslitlcal strife nor
immloipal ambition. Neither art nor science exists
as yet, to call for�i the energies of this his^hly
a Hume, H. , me .^orld�s Living Religions, x;. 7
7gifted race. Shile we, overwhelmed with newspapers,
with parlismentary reports, with dally disooveries
and diseossions, with new novels aM time killing
sooial functions have hardly any leisure left to
d'S' �11 on metaphysical and religious probltjma, these
problarss formed almost the only subject of India onr,
which they could spend their intellectual energies.
IHese quotations will show that speculation has
been natural to the Indian mind from very early days.
fhe Indian t^hinkers took delight in asking questions like;
vai-^'t is the ultimate realitj. How was this universe ere*
atedv s^kiat typo of life does one enjoy after daatht
(iShen a question arises in one^s mind, ha also tries to
29t a satisfactory answer for it). Honce, the Indian
thinkor sou^t to find answers to the porpleaing questions
cited above, ai:^ the Indian philosophy was bom. It is
also iB^rtimt to note that this speculation was not juat
to ''kill time'' as Max ^.tillor B^eim to suggest, pextiapa
onesidedly. But tills speculation was a part of life Itself.
^en you tdiink about life here and ask questions aiaout life
here and &f ter death, -^hen you �ant to kno* why life is
miserable and reach to oome aaar.:o for it, you would nat-
ui�aliy fashion yoiir life c>o that you '^111 be able to
avoid tboB9 causes that cause misery in life. Iii other
orctj, you live your phllo. v^k-:/. ^Qje philosophy, now,
ceases to be mere idle ^ords but becomes a dominating
force in your lif a. llonc'2, "In India philosophy wao a
Max milaT, 0�. cit, p. 7
8part of life." 8
As each system of thought cam� into existence,
seeking to solve oertain metaphysical problems. It was
adopted as a philosophy of life by a bnni of followers
who fonsed a school of that philosophy. "They lived t^e
philosophy and handed it dovm to succeeding generations
of followers w!^ vere attracted to them through their
lives and thoughts."^ 'ilxus the differeiat systems of
l^vight came into existence and continued to exist through
tmbrolrsn chains of successive adherents for centuries.
AnoUier factor that we raist take into consider
ation about the development of Indian philosopfoy is that
of iraitu&l harmnj suaong the various systems of thought.
This does not mean that they all agreed on all the quest
ions. I3aere wero differences In their teachinga and <^n-
sequently criticized each other. But this was accepted in
a matter of fact way and
'
in fact it is by constaot mutual
criticlBjE that the hugs i^tillosophical literature caiite into
existence.
This i.lAo h^ii^;-jd to develop a passion for dear
and precise oniuioration of ideas and for guarding statements
against cbJecfcionK. ''^futual criticism furtiicr makes Indian
philosophy its own beat critic'
�
5
^ �^ ^�
fitterjee and Datta, op. cit. p. 11
Ibid. p. 12
^^Ibld. p. 12
9Indian thinkers believed that all persons were
not fit for all things and that in religious philosophi
cal iind :ocial matters we should take into consideration
these differences and recognise consequent distinctions
of natural rigjits and abilities, l-croe, the different
pdlilosox^ioal disciplines were taken as necessary to
shape different practical lives.
Thus, we soa tSiat though the different si^iools of
Indian philosophy differed from eacsh other, it was taken
as a neoGsslty and therefor� ins toad of disrupting the
-hole |toll03ophloal Uiou^t into a conflicting nd con
fused miass, thsy nmtually Influenced each other, to fom
a hcrraony amonF: them.
But this should not give one an idea that the
various rchools of philosoi^y heve nothing coaanon in IShera.
There are some very basic charecteristics that are consixm
to all the schools of Indian philosophy.
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The Comon Gheraoteriatioa of the Indian SyeteiBS
In describing the coranion characteristics of the
Various schools of Indian philosoj^y, an Indian author
says, "^aiough the different schools of Indian j^allosophy
present a diversity of vlev/s, we can discern even in them
the oomsion stau^j of an Indian culture. We may ^^ri: f ly de
scribe this unity as the unity of mral end spiritual o\tt-
look.*^ Hie chief characteristics that are coRsaon to
all tJie Indian philo.'opfcy can be enuuserated as follows:
Practical l^tive � Ihere is a practical
motive present in rll the Indian systems. All the schools
regard philosophy as a practical necessity and cultivate it
in order to understand how life can be best led, we see
clearly that the aim of philosophical wisdom, in Indian
t^inkii^, is not nsrely the satisfaction of intellectual
curiosity and to seek solutions to such questions as, ^bo
am I' where am I from*: ;ai�re do I go hcnco? and t^e l^s,
jiist to receive SKsntal satisfaction. But the dominating
thing present in oil the schools is that tiiay all feel
that philosoi^iical v/isdoa must help man to lead sn enlight-
enod lifs with some clear ideas as to who he is and v^hat is
expscted of him in t^is fl.orld, Ther^ore, it became a cus
tom ??ith an Indian thinker to explain at the beglnnin;^; of
work how it serves human saids and leads to some phase of
.11
Chatter jeo and Datta, ov. cit. p. 14
11
eBlig|]Lteaed life in this world and t^e next. Ihus, it is
seen, this praetieal laotive is the saost striking and very
iji^ptant point of agreement in all the schools of Indian
{^ilosopby.
Pessimism � �This factor is rather important
Id tib^ sense that this is a common eharge against I^ian
philosophy. "Almost every critic of Indian philosophy and
12culture harps on its pessimism. " fhere is a common un
derstanding tliat Indian ]^llosophy springs from lassitude
ae^ desire for eternal rest, fhe charge almost comes on
the border of saying that Indian philosophy makes man a-
fraid of life and creates in him disappoihtment and dis
satisfaction regarding this life and ssiakes one lasy and
inactive. But it is not so, hence, we imist be rather care
ful to imderstand t^e exact leaning of pessimism that is
found in Indian philosophy. Max W-ler makes ^lis point
very clear,
"All Indian i^ilosopl^rs have been barged
with pessimism, and In some cases such a charge may
seem well fo\mded, but not in all. People ^ho derived
their name for good from a word which originally meant
JK> thing but being or real ^Sat", are not likely to
have looked upe>n i^at is as ittat ought not to be.
Ii�lian phileaophex� are by no means dwelling for ever
cm the miseries of life. They are not always i<4iining
and protesting that life is not ^f^orth living. 13ils is
not t^ir pessimism. 13
Ip
Hadanakrishnan , S, op. cit. p. 49
13
Max Mller, F, 0�. cit. p. ^6
12
So also Radhakrlshnim says, ''Indaln pihilos-
opiay is pessifflistlo it by pessliaiSBi is naeant a sense of
14
dissatisfaction with what is or what exists.*^
This shows that we do not find that kind of pessim
ism as we understand by that word. But, "Indian i^iloso*
phy is peesimistio in the sense t^at it works under a s^se
of disGosifort and disquiet et the existing order of things. '^^^
Indian philosophy diaoovers and strongly asserts that life,
as it is being tho\i#itleasly led, is a mere sport of blind
isag^sea and unquen<^ble desires, and it inevitably ends In
and preleags misery. Thus, we find that the outlook of In
dian philosophy toward life is not so bright as it sees in
it suffering and misery and unreality. But though t^s is
rather a despondent thing, yet, Indian phllOBophy does not
stop t^ere* It also discovers a way out az�i has a message
of hope.
Considering that the aim of all Indian j^ilosophy
was the removal of suffering idilch was caused by ne
science and the attainment of the hig^st henpiness,
whidi was prOHdueed by knowledge, v;e should have more
ri^t to call it endaemonistic l^an pesBlmlstic. 16
Ihus we see that the common factor to all the
sohools of Indian phUosephy is that philosophy springs
from spiritual disquiet at the emlstlng order of things,
^3) ^Xief gf an eternal moral order in the
universe,
14
Radhakrishiian, S., op� olt� p. 50
15
Ohatterjee ^d Datta, op. cit� p. 16
16
Max imUer, F., ��. cit, p. 107
13
we saw above that I&dlan philosophy in gmieral
takes rather a despairing view of life. Is there some-
^ing� noWf to balanoe that view? Yes - the belief in
en eternal noral order in the universe. William James
oalls this out�look, spiritualism. Be says,
fhis need of an eternal moral order is one
of the deepest needs of our breast. Mi& those poets
like D^te and ^rdsworth, who live on the oonviction
of such an order, owe to that fact tdse extraordinary
tonie and oonsoling pa^&r of their verse. 17
'Q&e faith in an eternal moral order dominates
the entire history of Indian philoso^y, excepting per
haps the CSiarvaka syst^* It is t^e oosmion atmosphere of
faith in whi^ all these systems, Bedic ai^ non-Vedie,
tiieistic miA atheiatiet mve and breathe.
IHiis moral order was ocoioeived of in various ways
and was understood by various names. In Rig Veda it is
called '^Rta''. ^The Dawn follows the path of Hta, the
rin^t pat^ as if she knew them before. She never over
steps the regions. I^ms sun follot^s t^e path of Rta." 18
Aeoordiag to Radhakrishnan, Hta, "literally mesna the
course of tilings. It stands for law in general and the
immanence of Justice* Hta denotes the order of t^e world.
Rta originally meant the order of the \miverse; graduaiay
it became the path of morality to be followed by man and
James, s.. Pragmatism, p. 106 - 107
Rig Veda, P. , 1, 34, 8.
14
the law of rli^teousneas observed even by gode." 19
This moral order i� called "Adrata" in the Hyaga phil
osophy and it is also known in its general conception as
the law of Karma.
(4) Ignorance is the Pause of bondage and
kTOwledge is necessary for liberation.
Another oomrK>n view, held by all Indian thinkers,
is that Ignorance of reality is the cause of ova* bondage
and sufferings, and liberation from these cannot be a-
ohieved without knowledge of reality, i.e. the real
nature of the world and the self. By bondage it is com
monly iMast the process of birth and rebirth and the
consequ^it miseries that one has to suffer in ti^is world.
Liberation, or Mukti" means , therefore , the stoppage of
this process of births. It is also the state of perfect
ion ^lat one rea^^s by attaining the knowledge of reality.
According to some systems perfection and resulting happi
ness can be acquired even in this birth.
There are some o^er characteristics too tibat are
common to all the schools of Indian philosophy. For ex
ample, as to the way of attaining the knowledge of reality.
But it is not necessary to deal with all those here. The
most important ones only are pointed out here.
Hadhakrishnan , op. cit. pp. 73-7 �
CHAPTER II
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THE IPSA OF OOD, SIK, A�D SALVATION IH THE VEDAS
In taie Vedas � As it Is seen ifn the first <^apter
t^at tibe Vedas are vary Important In Indian philosophy and
form the t^sis of many important schools of thon^^t, it is
natural s�d perhaps iiopsratiTe for us to investigate and
find out the exact teaching of t^e Vedas as to the idea of
acHi, Sin, sn& Salvation,
lliere are four Vedas; Rig Veda, Yajur Veda, Samea
Veda, and Atiaarva Veda,
Th.e Vedas contain the inspired songs which tdie
Aryans lm>ught wi^ t^em frt^m their earlier home into
India as tdieir most preeious possessions were colleot-
ed, it is gcmeraHy held, in response to a proi^ting
to treasure them up, which asx>se when t*te Aryans met
wi^ large mmbers of the worshippers of other gods in
their new country. 1
These hyms were all arranged to he sung at the time of sac
rifices* They are prayers sung to ysrious gods.
As to the date of the Vedas, it is placed v�rioiia.y
by differeaat sc^lars, ^r. Bal Gangadhar Tllak, of Poena,
puts it as 4500 b.c, Jacobl too puts it as 4500 b.c,
ai�i otl^r 8<^iolars put it as 1500 b,c. Max WMller has
something very interesting to say about this matter.
ftiatsver may be the date of the Vedic hy�a,
whether 1500 or 15000 b.c, they have their own
unique plaoe and stand by themselves in t he litera
ture of the world. They tell us something of the
early growth of the human mind of which we find no
Radhakriahnau , 3,, o�, cit. p. 64
la
trace anywhere else. �%atever aesthetic judgeiaents
nay be pronotmced on them, and there is certainly
little of poetical beauty in them, in the eyes of
the historian and the psychologist they will elray,
retain their peculiar value, far superior to the
BK>st ancient Inscriptiona , for every verse, nay
every word in them, is an authentic document in the
history of the greatest empire, the empire of the
htxBian mind, as established in India in the second
millennium b. o. S
One has to agree with Max Mflller. For,
fbe is^rtance of the Vedas does not lie in
its ancient date, but it lies in their presenting
to us an earlier stage in the evolution of beliefs
based on the personification m& ^rship of natur
al i^enomena than any other literary monument of
the world. S
Vedic Sods � ^en one reads the various hymns
ia the Vedas, he is puzsled as to t&eir exact theology*
because according to Radhakrishnan , " thr�*e strata of
t^ou^t can be discerned in the religion of the hjme of
the Eeg Veda, ^^ch are naturalistic polyl�ieism, mono
theism, and monism.'' l^t t^ere Is no doubt that t�ie
first impraseion one gets having reed Vedic hyiaas in that
of a polytheistie nature worship. R. w. Frazer says, "In
the Vedic hyans the @od8 were simple personifications of
the forces of nature. "4 There were gods who moved in the
heavens and ruled taie coiarse of the sun and myriad stars �
^8 who rode on the storms and lived in the friendly fire
^ax nailer, F., 0�. cit. p. 35
3
Frazer, 8. Indian 1!hou#it Past and Present, p.l3
4
Frazer, R. w., op. cit.. p. 13
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and who aorad in tho waters, there were gods of disease
and wrath too*
AH nature was swayed by the deities who were fash
ioned in the minds of the people as men. Their attributes
were g34>rif led and magnified until each god in turn seems
to rise, in the imagination of the poet who sings his
praise, to equal rank witai all the other deities. l!hese
gods though they possessed human attributes were de�med to
be ici^rtal.
ttie follov'ing verses from Kij-. 1.1. - Hyran to
kgRt ("Ire), illustrate what Frazer had In mind.
(1) I laud Agni, the chosen priest, god, minister of
sacrliioe, lavishes t of wealth.
(2) Worthy ii; Agni to be praised by living as by anc
ient seers; he shall bring hit^erward the gods.
(3t) l&rough A@al man obtaineth wealth, yea, plenty,
waxing day by day, most rich In heroes, glorious.
(4) Agni, the perfect sacrifice whiids thou encompas-
sest about verily goeth to the gods.
(5) May Agni, sapient minded priest, truthful, most
gloriously great, the god, come hither with the
gods .
(6) Whatever blessing, A�!hi� thou wilt grant imto
thy worshipper, that, Angrian, is indeed tday
truth.
(7) To thee, dlspeller of the ni#it, 0 Agni, day by
day with prayer, bringing thee reverence, we come.
(8) Ruler of sacrifices, guard of law eternal, rad
iant one, increasing in thine own abode.
Rig Veda, 1.1,
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(9) Be to us easy of approach, even as a father
to his son J Agni, be with us for our weal.
<The deity to whom this hymn is addressed is A|pai,
the god of fire, the moat prominent, next to Indra, of the
deities of t3ie Rig Veda. Agni Is the messenger and media
tor between earl^ and heaven, announcing to the gods the
hysaas, and conveying to them the oblations of their wor
shippers, inviting them with the mind of his crackling
flames and bringing them down to the place of sacrifice)*
As one reads the above hfwm to Agni, the god of
fire, he gets an idea of gods mentioned and worshipped in
the Vedas* f^reln we see an eles^nt of an taaroporno i^ipism
as well as an element of polytheism. One will also s&e
that these gods constituted personifications of the forces
of nature, as Frazer points out. S. Radhakrishnan sup
ports Frazer by saying,
vie may begin wit^ t^e id^tifloation of the
Vedic gods In some of their aspects with certain
forces of nature and point out how they were ^ad-
ually raised to moral and aiq��r-human beings. The
earliest seers of the Vedic hymns delighted in si^ts
of nature in their own simple unconscious way. Being
essentially of a poetic tea^erment, taiey saw the
things of natxire with such intensity of feeling and
fonse of imagination that the things became suffused
with souls. To thma. nature was a living presence
with imicaa they could have oomBunion, Some glorious
�9peet8 of nature became the window of heaven, thxt>ugh
itiieh the divine looked down on the ^dless earth.
Ihe moon asoA the stars, the sea and the sky^ the dawn
and the ni^tfall were regarded as divine, fhia
worship of nature as such is the earliest fom of
Vedic religion, 6
Radhakrislman, S., eg. cit. p. 73
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CoBoeming wbat type of natural olomanta were wor-
ahippedf one will get an idea by referring to tho various
titles of hynns in tlie Big Veda. Here are soine 8u<�h titles:
To Agni - (Fire)
To Varuna - (Hain)
To Indra . Clhunder)
To 3urya - (^e Sun)
fo Dawn
To t2ie Waters
To Speech
TO Ki#it
lo Vayu - (find)
Only a few of the nature titles are given here*
fhere are tisany more, IncltKilng the croaking of a frog,
etc. Practically all the wonder-some , awesome and fear -
ful nature elem^snts were personified as gods. EadhakriSh-
nan terms t^is as "the pTOoess of i^d-mekljsig in the factory
of maxima mind.
Max M^iller classified all these gods in a very
cofl^act way. He admits, in his lectures delivered before
tiie tJniveraity of Cambridge ia 1882, that he leaimed of
this classlfIcation from two Hindu scholars, Ke follows
the classification as given by Taska and says, very
useful division of the Vedic gods has been made by Yaska,
into (1) terrestial, (2) aerial, and (3) celestial. ""^
V *|tax imiler, F., Heritaise ofICT^a , p. 44
so
Some Hindu authorities have reached to a conclusion that
thex^ were eleven gods in each class, they making a total
of thirty- throe in all. But this has no valid basis any
where. Hence it is bettor to enumerate only the most im
portant ones from each class.
Terrestrial or ISarth gods
fhe following are some if the most in^rtant gods
in this class:
prithivi - (Barth)
In Rig Veda, Deva, ''^d", originally meant "bri^it'*,
and later was applied to all the bright ones, (the sxm, the
sky, the stars, the dawn, the day etc.) It became a gen
eral term connoting the coimaon feat^lre8 of all shining ones.
The earth also was soon deified. "Tho attributes ascribed
to the eart^ are sudti as: * yielding honey � , �full of milk',
8
etc." In Rig Veda, Eeavan and Earth are generally ad
dress^ in tho dual number as t / o beings touching on a
concept.
A^l - (Fire)
This god is very iriportant in the Rig Veda. "Ho
divinity has fuller worship paid him than Agni, the Fire.
More h^naas are dedicated to him than to any other being'*�,
about 300 hyaais being so addressed. Fire worsl^ip was oom-
rmn even before Qie Aryans were dispersed from their orig-
^adhakrishnan , S., 0�. cit. p. 76
9
Mitchell, J. M. and Mulr, W. , Two Old Faiths p. 16
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in&l home. In tdie Big Veda we find various attributes
ascribed to Agni, He is tl� dispellsr of darkness; he
gives wamth; he is the medium of sacrifice and brings
la other gods, in general, Agni embodies the ideas of
forest fire (awe and fear), home fire (friendship),
sky fire (the sun) and the atmospheric fire (the lif^ht-
ning, etc.)
Brahaspati
13iis god likewise occupies a place of Importance
in the Big Veda, his name occuring 130 times. He is also
known as Brahmanaspatl, and is mentioned thus about 50
times. From the following hymns to Brahmanaspatl, it
will be seen that he is also associated with A^i.
He lifting up the flame, shall conquer enem
ies: strong shall he be w1h> offers prayer and brings
his gift. He with his seed sprees forth beyond i�-
otiher's seed whomever Brs^manaspati takes for his
friers.
aoma - (a kind of fermented drink)
Radhakrishnan says, ^'Soma, the ^d of Inspiration,
the giver of imortal life, is analogous to the Haoma of
the Avesta and Dionysos of Greece, the god of tihe v^ine
and the grape.
'"^^ Soma was a kind of drink greatly lik�ai
by the people for its intoxicating wffect.
Soma is properly the juice of a milky plant,
which when fermented, is Intoxicating, The slraple-
mlx�led Aryas were both astonished and del lifted at
its effect: they liked it themselveSg&nd they knew
notibiing more precious to their gods.*^*^
1*1 II'.. wn ��.wi*�� I TMiiim,... jmm -wiiiLi- mil i � � iuli i .11 , _ Ji , 1:
~
1 �l 1 1 1 1 n ii irr^ r - j - n >� rir�nunntrr-rtTT-i �m-
Hicol Macnlcol, Hindu Scriptures, p. 14
11
Radhakrishnan, 3., o�. cit. p. 83
1 o
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m:5chell, J.M., and Muir, W. , op. cit. p. 17
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Ood Soaa ia spokao of as tho constant coxsgpanion of Indra,
who drinks it like a thirsty stag, and \mdor its influence
strides victoriously to battle. In the Pig Veda, Soma is
counted to be a very mighty god. He Is even called the
creator and father of gods; the king of gods and men;'*'*
all creatures are aald to be in his hands.
Yama - (the god of death)
In the Rig Veda, he is the leader of men to the
Joys of heaven. Heaven often is conceived as located in
the Sun where Yama, with his father, Vivaawat, rules.
imuH. has two dogs who guard the way to heuven. These <j^s
are fearful to the ainnsra, but friendly to the blessed.
Aerial or Mid- lir Gods
Indra - (the great god of rain, th\aader, and war)
He is very important and the most frequently in
voked . od in the Rig Veda. **Judging from the hymns addres
sed to him, Indra is the most popular god of the Vedas.
His naturalistic origin is quite clear. He is bom of
westers and the clouds. He wields the thunderbolt and con
quers the darkness. Heavsoi .ows before him and the earlti
trembles at his approa<^* Iiidra*s great Importance can
be seen la the following verse:
13
Rig Veda IX, 42, 4
Rig Veda IX, 97. 24
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Radhakrishnan, s., o�. cit., p. 85
83
Indra Is king of -11 that moves smd moves
not, of creatures tame and homed, the wlelder over all
living men he rules sovereign containing all fie spoker.
within the felly. -^^^
&e see distinctly in many hymns that Indra ass very
soon conceived as a warrior god, given to conquest and ad
venture. He is described as jolly, sensual, and given to
excessive eating and drinking and boasting.
Marut - (Storm-god)
Indra naturally is aocoa^anied by storm.
Rudra - (The chief storm god)
H� is the father of Marut. He rides in a golden
car around with thunderbolts. He is described as a fierce
end destructive bull. The Vedic god, Rudra, became latea*
the ^od Shiva.
Veyu - ( ^ind)
This wind ^>d is also associated witL Indra. He is
taae atman (soul or self) of ttae gods. lie is the giver <ff
life and long life to man. as he moves his sound is heard,
but his form is not seen.
Celestial or Sky Gods
Varuna
''Various sc^lars affirm ^at Varuna, Is more
ancient, pre-Vedio times held a position still hi^er
17
than the very high one whicii he still retains."
^^Kig Veda I. 32, 15
17
Mit^ell, J.E. and Mulr, W. , od. cit., p. 19
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Varuna Is not only pre-Vedloally Important, but he is
li^portant in the sense also that he is "a deity coEanon
to the Greeks, Romans, Persians, and Hindus. ""^^ The
name, Varuna, is etmologloally connected with ow/9avo]s
and signifies "the encompass�r". I is used in describing
Varuna, that the Veda rises to the greatest sublimity
which it ever reaves. A mysterious presence, a mys
terious power, a mysterious knowledge amounting almost
to omniscience, are ascribed to Varuna,
0 mighty Varuna, now and hereafter even as
of old will we speak forth our worship.
For in thyself, invincible god, thy statu-
tes never to be moved are fixed as on a mountain.
Mitra
This god too is very important in the Vedas, He
is universal monarch, supporter, liid guardian of heaven,
and upholder of Rta. SKltra is also common to the Irani
ans. In the V^as he is companion of Varuna and the god
of action.
Vivasvat
the meajniniT of this name is
'
the brilliant one".
He represents the brilliance of the Sun. He is also the
father of Yama.
Surya - {The Sun)
This god is generally depicted as riding in a
tdiarlot drawn by seven horses. He is called "the eye of
^^Ibid. p. 18
19�.
Rig Veda II. 2B, 8
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gods", aiwl ia thoucjit of aa all-or�atlng god.
Savitr
Tbis also is a ^�un >r.d, nwanin^? on� who vivi
fies or stlml'jte': , He rej^r-^aents the quiokenlng and
llf-.T'vlng power of the Sun. He Is said to be the giv
er of lEBisortallty to the gsds -^s well as ts&n.
Vishnu
This is Jiother 3\m -od. His d;isf characteris
tic is his vastness and his vast strides ,witSi only three
strides he measured the imiverse.
I ?^ill declare the ralphty deeds of Visluru,
of hia who Bjeasured out the earthly regions,
ho propped the highest plc-ce of congrega
tion, thrice settlJig down his footstep, widely
striding. ^
Dyaus
Another sky god sl^aya jis noelated ''-^Ith nature
and earth.
Some Attributes of 'Ehese Gods
In reading some hynsis of the Hig Veda, one
strikingly sees two things. The anthropomorhpic char
acteristics in the deeoriptions of these aods and also
some divine attributes are quite evident. The terras
like seeing, running, riding In a chariot, drinking,
fighting, etc., show the anthi^opomorphic element. We
also give below some of theattributes attributed to
these gods.
20Rig Veda I,, 164. 1.
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Truthfulneas - (Rig Veda I, 1, 5)
Etewnlty - (Rig Veda I. 1, 8)
Omnlsolenoe - (Rig Veda I. 25, 9 iind 11)
(Rig Veda I, 50, 6)
OnjnipresencQ - (Hlg Veda I, 25. 20)
( Rig Veda VIII, 41, 9)
Kindness - (Rig Veda II, 28, 1)
Creator - (hlg Veda X, 81, 2)
(Rig Veda X, 82, 5)
Monotheism and Monism
After reading tiae list of v arious g ods, mentioned
above, one Is bound to be eonvlneed of the fact that the
Vedas a 3^0 polytheistic. In general, this is quite tr' e.
But there is a peculiarity in Vedic thou^t that m^es
ttiis view quite doubtful. Becs^uss we find in the hyvsaa ,
"ea<*i of many rod?, when praised, is extolled as the sup
reme god, the creator of the universe and the Lord of all
gods. Max iHUler, ttierefore, thinks polytheism is ndt
an ^propriate word for sucdi a belief and coins a new word
to express and explain it thus.
To identify Indra, Agni, and Varuna is one
thing. It Is syncretism; to address either Indra or
or Varuna, as for the time being the only god in ex
istence witti an entire forf!;etfuine3P of all other gods,
Is quite another, und It was this phase, so fully de
veloped In taae hyrms of the Veda wbich I wish to mark gg
definitely by a name of its own, calling it Heno theism.
21
Chatterjee and Datta, 0�. cit. p. 400
^^naUer, M.S., bix Systems, p. 40
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TlJ� Indian though* does not atop here. It seams
to be developing to some greater thou s^ht yet. "Monothe
ism is inevitable with any true oonoeption of Ood. The
supreme can only be one. *e cannot have two supreme and
25
unlimited beings." The Vedic thought, it seems, l^gan
to realize the truth uttered by Radhakrishnan and began
to march towards it. Dr. Dasgupta says about this trend,
This tendency towards extolling a god as the
greatest and hijs^est gradually brought forth the
conception of a supreme Lord of all beings, not by a
process of conscious generalisation, but as a neces
sary stage of developiasnt of the mind.
About this saaoe matter Max Miller says.
All these tendencies worked together in one
direction and made scaie of the Vedic poets see more
or less distinctly that the idea of Ood, if once
clearly conceived, included the idea of beSftng one
without an equal, th&y thus arrived at the convic
tion that above the great irailtltude of gods there
must be one supreme personality, and after a time,
they declared that ^ere was behind all the gods
the Onel�-*<sy*-)of whlcdi the gods were but various
names. ^5
Thus we see, according to many writers, there Is
a development noticeable in Vedic ttiouoiht and they believe
that the idea of Ood gradually developed from polytheism
through heno theism, ultimately to monotheism. We see this
very clearly in the following verses:
The sages call that One in many ways, they
call it Agnlm, lamam, etc. 26
Radhakrishnan, S,, 0�. cit. p. 90
'Dasgupta, s., A History of Indian Philosophy > vol I,
Max mier. P., Six 3ys tarns , p. 41
^Rlg Veda, I. 164, 46
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That One breathed breathlessly by Itself,
other than It there nothing since has been. 2"
But here a siulden difficulty arises. Which God
then was the aupretoe One In the Vedic MonothelsmV There
is no clear answer. Sometimes Varuna is given that place
"In the worship of Varuna we have the nearest approach to
Monotheiam", says Radhakrishnan.^^
The bluest position is granted, in the later psrt
of the Rig Veda, to the god oalled Vlshvakarman.29
some places this position goes to frajapati, the lord of
30 31
creatures. Sometissss it is given to Brahaspati. On
the other hand it is sometimes given to Hiranyagarbha, tho
golden god. ^2
This means there is confusion again, almost leading
to the absurd idea of monotheistic polytheism. If su^ is
the case, one can hardly agree with Max Miller vvhen he says
that the Ix�llan thinkers reached to the idea of monotheism
in the Rig Veda. But perhaps there is another side to all
this confusing problem. Perhaps this n�no theism is a dSflf-
fer�it type of monotheism. Pertiaps the Indian thinkers
think that though God is one, he has various manifestations
in many gods, any one of which may be worshipped as a form
2'5^Rig Veda X, 129, 2
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Rig Veda, X, 189. 4; X, 85, 43
^^Rlg Veda, X, 121
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of the Supreme Deity, ^'^e find si'nilar thought expressed
in the fiollowing words, "Indain monotheism in its liv
ing forms, from the Vedic age till now, has believed ra
ther in the vinity of tho gods in god, than the denial of
gods for Ood.'*'55 Hence, we can say only this miah, that
Indian monotheism has a peculiarity of its own quite dif
ferent from the Christian or the Mohamedan monotheism.
Max MfLller also thinks that the Vedic thought la
ter on developed from monotheism to monism and gives in
support the following verse from the Rig Veda.
I^iat one breathed In^eathlessiy by itself,
other t^an it there notaalng since has been.^^
Of this monistic theory of the Rig Veda. Deussen
writes J
The Hindus arrive at this monism by a method
essentially different from that of other countries.
Mono ttie ism was attained in Sgypt by a mecaianical
Identification of the various local gods; in Pales
tine by proscription of other gods and violent per
secution of their worshippers for the benefit of
tSneir national god, Jehovah. In India they reached
iionlsm, though not monotheism, on a more philosoph
ical path, seeing through the veil of the manifold , �?
tmivj wniste wii3i,ed^ll&s. Lt..-^^
"C also quote here Heinri^ Zlmmer, who says;
The chief motivation of Vedic j^ilosophy,
from the period of even the earliest phllosoj^ic
hymns (which are preserved in the later portions
of the Hig Veda) has been without change, the
search for a basic unity underlying the manifold
of the imiverae."^
Max Mtlller thinks �iis search led the Indian think-
35
<^atter3ee and Datta, op. cit., p. 401
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Rig Veda, X, 129, 2
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Qwted by Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy v�a. 1,
p. 96
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ers "to the eonoept of Brahman-Atman - that la One,
One being, neither male nor female, the moving force
37
behind everything . "
Thus, we see how the idea of God in the Vedic
times emerged from nature worship and developed from
polytheism onwards to monotheism and ending in mniam,
at least as this is seen by some authorities.
There is another element in the idea of god in
the Veda, which cannot be overlooked. The male gods
have their female counterparts as well. Many gods have
wives, as mentioned in the Rig Veda. Keith gives very
grai^ie aecotints of these wives of gods, end mentions a
few of them, such as Indrani, the wife of Indra, Varunani,
the wife of Varuna, and Agniyenl, the wife of Agni, Dr.
Keilh says, ^As a body, the wives of the gods are given
a certain plaee in the ritual, receiving offerings espec-
38
lally at the new and full moon offerings."
This part of these discussions is closed by a quota
tion from Dr. Radhakrishnan.
The growth of religious thought as emlx>diedln
the hymis may be brought out by the mention of the
typical gods: (1) Dyaus, Indicative of the first state
of nature worship; (2) Varuna, the hij^ly moral god
of a later day; (3) Indra, the selfish god of the
age of conquest and domination; (4) Prajapati, the
god of the monothelsts; (5) Brahman, the perfection
of all these four lower stages.
^'Max Mftller, F., aix Systems, pp. 51, 52
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Keith, A.B,, The Religion and Philosophy of ttie
sad Opani'iEads (Harvard Univ. Press. ,"l?am-
bridge, 1^25) p. 218
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Tb!B Vedle Idea of Sin and Salvation
To got the Idea of Sin and Salvation in thg Vedlo
period one nust have some Idea of the religion of the Vedas.
The most primitive stage In the Vadlo religion
seems to be that of simple prayer. The Vedic hyuais are
praises and preyers sung to various goda. For example!
To gain thy mercy, Varuna, with hymns we bind
thy heart, as binds the charioteer his tethered horse.
The gods become the sources of material prosperity,
and so we fi. nd prayers for the good of the world to be very
Gomon in the Vedas. Since particular gods were endowed
with particular powers, particular deities were invoked
for specific things.
In addition to prayer, there was sacrifice. "For
the depth of one's affection for God consists in the sur�
reader of one�s property and possession to him. Men
pray and offer- Ihere were various kinds of sacrifices,
but whether human sacrifice was commn or not is a very
debatable question.
The Vedic religion seems not to be idolatrous.
There were then no teazles for gods. Men had direet com
munion "1th �5ds, through prayers and sacrifices.
In all, the Vedic religion seems to be very crude
and a sis^le one. Hence, many think that the conscious
ness of sin la absent in the Vedas. Radhakrishnan calls
^^Rlg Veda, I, 25, 3
Radhakrishnan, o�. cit., vol. I, p. 107
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thia an erroneous view. In many hyons we find the idea
of sin to be present.
Hote the follow Inf; verses:
If he, thy true ally, hath sinned against thee,
still, Varuna, He Is the friend thou lovest."^!
I^t us not. Living One, as sinners, know thee,
give shelter as a sage to him vho lauds thee.*^
If we have sinned against the man ���ho loves
have ever wronged a brother, friend or comrade, the
neighbor or stranger. Oh, Varuna remove us from the
sin.
Loose me from sin as from a band that binds me,
may we swell, Varuna, thy spring of order. ^4
Move far from me what sins I have committed,
let me not suffer. King, for guilt of others. ^5
The verses quoted above from the Rig Veda clearly
show there was an idea of sin present during the Vedic
times, ^hat kind of sins were they? "Sin, in the Vedas,
is alienation from God." One must do some required rit
uals, sacrifice and other auch external duties to please
the gods and to gain their favor. But in the Vedas there
ax�e moral sins, as well as ritual sins," The hymns sung
^Rtg Veda, VII, 88, 5
4?
Rig Veda, VII, 88, 6
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Rig Veda, V, 86, 7
^^Rig Veda, II. 28, 5
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Rig Veda, II, 28, 9
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Radhakrishnan, op. cit. , vol. I., p. 108
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Rig Veda, I, 23, 22; I, 85
to Vamua deal espeeially with suOh a sense of sin and
forgiveness that one is alatost reminded of Christian doc
trines.*� The Vedic idea of sin, too, can be said to be
two-fold: sins against gods and sins against man.
In the ethics of the Vedas, apart from the duties
o'ned to gods, there are also described duties to man."*�
For example;
"No friend is he who to his friend and comrade who
comes imporing food will offer nothing."^
"Let the rich satisfy the poor implorer and bend
his eye upon a ledger pathway.*'
Kindness to all is enjoined; hospitality Is takaen
as a great virtue. Sorcery, witchcraft, seduction and
58
adultery are c-^^ndesaned as vicious. Gsirabling is denoun
ced. Virtue is confomalty to all these laws of gods.
The next question that naturally may be asked,
now is, what happens to msn v^aen he obeys these laws or
disobeys them?
'^ere seems to be a belief in the Vedas that the
soul could be separated frori the body in states of swoon.
^Rig Veda, V, 85- 7
*^Rlg Veda, X, 117
^Rig Veda, X, 117, 4
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Rig Veda, X, 117, 5
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and that It could exlat after death. Aa to the Idea of a
heaven and hell In the Vedas, Vr. Dasgupta says.
In many of the hymns there Is also the belief
In the existence of another vorld, vtflbere the highest
material joys ^-^n. -jttalned as a result of the per*.
formance of the sacrifices and also in a hell of
daxteiess uTwlerheath where the evildoers ere punished.'
In the Satpatha Prahraana we find that the dead pass
between two fires which burn the evildoere, but let the
good go by. So we see that in the Vedas, heaven for the
righteous and hell for the kicked ia the rule. It is quite
evident that there is no way of salvstlon for the sinners
and for the wicked. In the Vedas strong eraral life, per-
gection in ritual and sacrifice are the criteria for sal
vation and for the life in heaven after death. . e clOvie
this <^apter by giving I^r. Radhakri^anan's views regard
ing the Vedic idea of heaven. H� says,
The departs souls dwell in heaven revelling
with Yama. They there live an existence like ours.
The Joys of heaven ax^ tho'-^e of earth perfected and
heightened. The gods are supposed to become ifflj�>r-
tal throiigh the power of the Som.^ . To become like
gods 10 the goal of our endeavor- v^hat should we
do to gain irfimortalityt 'He have to offer sacrifices
to gods, since immortality Is a free gift from hea
ven to the god-fearirig. *rheAgoo<i Basn who worships
the gods becomes immortal.
54
^.adhalcrishnsn , o�. cit., vol. I, r;. 114
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TBE IDEA OF OOD, SIH, AND SALVHriOH IN THE UFAKI.iHADS
After studjing the VedfiS, one iHW�t neeessarily
critically handle the Upaniahads, if he is to get the pro
per trend in the development of t&on^t in Indian philoso
phy. Because, as Professor Deussen has said.
The �pan1shads are for the Vedas what the New
Testament If for the Bible. This analogy is not mere
ly exteraal and accidental, but is fundamental and is
bas^ upon a universal law of development of the re
ligious life which if acknowledged on both sides.-'
This wotild sho'^ that the tFpanishads are very lii^rtant In
the Hindu scriptures, and especially, as Indian philosophy
comes out of the teething of the rpanishads, it is more so.
The Upaniahads are also known as Vedanta, as they are be
lieved to be the last portions of the Vedas. The philo
sophical value of the Upanishads is very great indeed and
it influ^ced greatly even some European phlloso^ers like
Sidsopehhauer , �^ read the Latin translation of the Upsyn-
ishads and says about it.
And if indeed, in addition to this be is a
partaker of the benefit conferred by the Vedas, the
access to which, opened to us throu^ the Upaniahads
is in any eyes the greatest advantage which this
still young century enjoys over previous ones, be
cause I believe that the influence of the Sanskrit
literature will p^cetrate not lea a deeply than did
the revival of Greek literature in the fifteenth
century. ^
Deussen, i , , The Phlloaoihy gf the t'pani shads,
f-I. Ciark, Edlnbur^, 1906 p. 46
'Quoted by Dasgupta and also Max ^llsr in their
respective books on Indian Philosophy
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As to th� exftot jaoanlng of tha word, Upanishads,
there Is no oojoasn accord acionK the scholars. According
to imx stiller, the word Upanlidi *cl is derived from the
root "sad"� with the prefix ''ni' , '�to ait' . Ke says,
"the history and the genius of the Sanskrit Isnfmage
leave little doubt that Upanlshad raeant originally "ses
sion", particularly a f^ession consisting of pupils, as
sembled sst a respectful distance ro\md their teacher.**^
Daussen points out that the word means "secret" or se
cret instruction'', and this is evidenced by many of the
passages of the ^panlsht�ls. Max MSller. too, agrees with
this sense of the word. Sh^nkara, the great Indian phil
osopher thinks that the word Upanlshad derives from the
root '*sad", meaning to destroy, and supposes it is so
called because the Upaci^ads are supposed to destroy
inborn i^ioranee, and lead fes salvation by revealing the
ris*it knowledge* Dasgupta agrees ?ith Deust^en and thinks,
�If compare the many texts in which the word l?panishad
occurs in the UpanisheaSs themselves it neofns that Deus^sen?*
meaning Is fully Justified."^
fhe UpaitshadB are generally accounted to be lOS*
Dasgupta lists tl�m as being 112 in all. fhe most import
ant of these are ften.. Itiese are the oldest and the most
Max Mller, XJpanishads, p. Ixxi.
^Dasgupta, Op. oit� vol. I, p. 38
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authorlt�fciV9 . Thare la no exaot d- te asfslgned to the
Upanlshada. Probably the oldest ones were coiaposed be
tween the ooBjpletlon of the Vedic hyrans and the rise of
Buddhlais. Henee, the accepted dates for the early ITpan-
ishads are lOOO b.c, to 300 b.c. As there is no exact
date as5;igned to th�m� we also find that we know very
little about t*>e lives of the great thinkers whose re
flections are esbodied in t^e tJpanishads. find these
thinkers were so careless about their ptTBonrnX fame and
so anxious to spread the truth they had derived, that
tl^y used nai^s of the Vedic deities like Frajapati and
Indra.
After these preliminary remarks, this discussion
can now tura to t^e teaching of the Up&nlshads regarding
God, Sin, and Salvation.
'^e main task which tho tJpanlshads perform is to
seek the ultimate reality*
The problem of the Upanishads is the cause
and the realities of life and death. Iheir think
ers strove to find the way of understanding to th�
infinite and central truth which is infinite exis
tence Bnd pure bliss, A faim>us Ijtpanish!^ prayer is:
From the unreal lead us to the real*
From darkness lead us to light, ^
From death lead us to imr!�>rtality.
Dasgupta, also says that the Vedas tea^ th� way
of works Whereas the Upanishads "reveal th� ultimate trut*
and reality, a koMswledge of which at one emancipates a man."'
^
..... .
-
Beck, L.A., Tlie Story of Orient;.! Philosophy, p. 50
Dasgupta, o�. cit., vol. I, p. 29
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Thus, we see that the Upaniahads arrive to solve
the problem of tdbls life. Badhakrlahnsm says, "The cen
tral theae of the Upanishads is the problem of philosophy.
7
It is the search for what is true.* And it is quite ao.
*.e find rl^^t in thm bepi'^ning of the Sv�tasvatara-Ur>ani-
shad these questions:
The Brahma stud^ts say: Is Brahman th� cause?
.henc are we bom? thereby do we live, and whither
do w� go'' 0 ye who know rahinan, tell us at whop|e
<�!^i^nd we abide whether in pain or in pleasure?"'
This means ttiat the Upanishads strive to deal with
the problems th&r. touch the whole life of man. Naturally
then, the Upanishads also deal with the iiea of God and
th� spiritual life of �an. In fi>ct, Rudolf Otto thinks
that th� Upanishadic prayer, 'From the unreal lead us to
tiie real* , quoted above Is "the axis of the search for
salvation in ancient Ii�lia.*'
Bratuaan ot the Upaniahads
It will be seen at the end of th� last chapter
that during the cloaln^y period cf the } ig Veda the Vedic
thinkers reached th� idea of fk)notheianf>, rising to the
conception of a single creator and controller of th� Uni
verse baing pi snifestdd in various gods. Itut tho\i<^ they
reached tbis idea, they had no exact knowledge as to the
nature of this Orve deity. They tried to understand and
compare this supreme deity with some kno^ object. "Many
visible objects of nature such as the ^nn or the ^Ind on
one h nd, and the various psychological functions in man
were tried, but none could render satisfaction to the
10
great ideal that has besn aroused. Uie sages of the
Upanishads continued th� sear^, and in fact, according
to Dr. lasgupta, ^1^� Upanish^s present to us the his-
tory of taaeir quest and the results that were achieved.'^
Brahm�^3 is the god of tiie Upanishads. Hie question
of how Brshaan came to denote the supreme reality of the
Upanishads has been ^swered in different w&ys by differ
ent sehf^lars. Some s^olars hold t*at ?-v�hm'm m-r'anp ''pray-
er^, being derived from the root Brh , to ?twell or to grow.
It is that which swells or grows. Sacred prayers cause
the growth, and then it care� to mean the force of nature
and later the supreme reality. Various other scholars in
terpret it in various ways. For example. Roth interpreted
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It as th� fore� of will dlrsctsd as gods Jirt Old�nb�rg
tho?i^�c I r-hnnn fsdant a raarlcal spoil. 'i<-*v,���n holds
that Brahman Is the prayer i*iich elevatee th� soul when
w� perceive the trutJi. According to Max ivCller, that
which utters is Brahman, vihatever he t'r e vnrlous inter
pretations of th� word, the one dominatln.'- idea that is
represented by the word "Brahman", Is that of ultimate
Reality, ^*ich gro^s, breathes or swoIIf..
The main teaching of the Upanishads regarding
Brahman may bs stuiaaed up as follows:
(1) Srahiasn is unknowable.
Itoere are many passages in the Upanishads that
teach laod en^ihaslse t^e unknowability of the Brahman-
aome are given below.
I^at ^If is ^ be deserlb<!Wl by not this nor
this (^cr^nS?"� Beti). Ke is incomprehensible,
for he cannot be comprehended; he Is imperishable,
for he cannot perish, etc."
That ^icb is inaudible, intangible, invis
ible, indestructible, vhich can not be tested, noti
3B!elt, eternal, without beginning or �nd, greater
than th� srreat, the fixed."
Professor Dasgupta, in pointing out this phase of
thous^t in th� Upanishads says, "They could not point
out ^at the Brahman was like in order to give an utter
ance to that ^i{& is unutterable, taaey could only say
14
that it was not lik� aught that w� find in �xperiene�.
12
Brlhadaracyaka Upanlshad, IV. 5, 15
^\attift. III. x&.
14
0��gupta, o�. cit., vol. I, p. 44
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(2) Brahman Is tlmoless and spaceless.
find the following passage in one Upanlshad.
There are two foms of Brahman, time and non-
time. Ttmt which was t>efore tho existence? of tho Sun
is tir^ and has parts of that which has parts, the
year is the form and from the year are bom all cre-
kittires; when pxs>dtic�d by the year they grow, and go
again t� rest in th� year. Thus, it Is said. Time
kno^s into what tii^ itself is dissolved, he is the
icno*er of the Ved ^. ^�
Lhat person iPurusha) of the sizv of a thumb,
is like a lifht ithout ssjok�, lord of tl-ie v.nst and
the futuri, h r i> the saise tod&T and tomerrc ' . This
is th�t.
The follovEing passages show tdiat Hrf.haan is space-
leas;
iliat of ii*iich they say that it is above the
heavens, beneath the earthy embracing heaven and
earth, past, pres^at, and future, taiat is ^'-oven like
warp and wool in the et^er.
This itman is the horses, this Atman Ip the
tim and Uie thousands, many and �ndless* Ihis in
tho Brahman without cause i^nd wl hout effect, with
out anything inside or outside; this self is hrah-
man, omnipresent �nd o^isciont. this is the teach-
Incr of ^� upanishads. ^�
Daessen, who has don� much to make Indian Philos-
^phf kno^ in ^urope, quotes various other passages from
the Upanlshad n nd says,
JTtast as Brahmin's independence of space and
time Is figuratively represented not only under the
figure of infinlt� vaatness, but also at th� same
time of infinite littleness, so his indepcmdonc� of
time appears on the one hand as Infinite duration
on the ot^er as an infinitely small aiomarit as it is
^^llaitrayana Upanishol, VI, 15
18
Katha-Dpanishad, 4, i:<
^'^'irih^id. III, 8, 7
18
Brlhad, II, 6, Ij
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8yml)olloall7 rmpTea&nt&d In oonsclousnosB by the In-
stantaneoYg duration of ll^tnlng or of the flash of
reusr.ir. also quotes Brlh. TT, 5, 5; V, 7;
^'ahan 1. 3, and reaches to - conclr;!�lon that, "tttkcn
togethei' these passages, their aim se-ffis to lay stress
upon his (Brahman's) Ins tan taneoumess in time that Is In
figurative lunguasre his timeleseness,
(S) nrahn; n Is Independent of Causality.
Hie absolute <mang�lesrnesn i.e., independence of
Causality of Brahman Ir v^ry definitely expresserj tn the
Passa^ras like:
The Knot In- (Self) is not born It dies not;
it sprang from nothing, nothing sprang frora it. Ihe
finclent is unborn, eternal, everlasstinr'; he If? not
killed, thou^ the body is killed.
(also see Brih. IV, 4, SO, and Katha, 2* 14 )
i�rofe8 3or Dasgupta sums up th� above three fact
ors regarding th� teaching of the Upanishads about Brah
man, thus:
Space, tine, and causality do not appertain
to hia?, for he at once forms their essence and trans
cends them. He is the infinite and the vast, yet the
smallest of the small, at once her� as there, there
as here; no Charaoterizatlon of him is possible,
otherwise, ttian by the denial to hin of all amplri-
cal attributes, relations and definitions. He Is
ii�iepe�id�:)t of all limitation of spnc time, and
cause which rules all that is objectively presented
Slid therefore the empirical universe.
"^rap
^
: ^�~~ �~�^�^-
Deussen, o�. �It., p. 155
lold. . p.
^^^Katha.. 2, 16
22
I>�agupta. ��. jgit., vol. I, p. 45
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A Story Is told of an Indian sars, Whsn ho was
askad to explain the nsttare of Brahmen maintained sl-
l�rjC3. 'Ijen he was asked again, and again ? third, time,
the same question, he unswered , ''I teach you indeed,
but you do not luiderstandf the AtiBasn is silence." Thus
t^e Opanlshads teach about Brskhman in a nenjative way,
Heti, Keti, meaning, it is not thia, it is not thlff.
One more factor needs tr- be de It re'^nrding tifcie
ITpimishadic teaotilng eoncemiing Brahman. The Openishads
say that Krahmsyn ia the sole and only reality, and that
he is ttie Atman* the lur and substance of the lipanishs^
teeohln!^ is involved in the equation Atman � Brahman.
A^san ia tlie ultimate essence of the Universe. 'Hiere
is 4teaan not in man alone, but in all objects of the uni
verse; the sun, th� mocm, tha worldi and Brahman is
this Atsian* there is nothing outside the Atman, and
therefore, there is no plurality at all. 'fhe essence of
man and the ess^^nce of the universe are one and the same
and it is Brahman* Professor Dasgupta says.
If we overlook the different shades in the
develofMBSnt of the conception of Bralman in td^e Up-
anishsals and look to the main currents, we find
that the strongest eurrent of tlioug^t whicfc has
found eiq^ressic^ in the majority of th� texts is
this that the At^an or the Brahman is the only re
ality mS. that besides this everything else is un
reel. *^
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Sin and Salvation In the Upanishads
In the Vedle hymns, as it is already se n, virtue
la conformity with the Vedic precepts, and vice Is non
conformity. So also in the Upanishads, knowledge of
the ultimate reality is virtue and ignorance, vice. It
is iB^ratlve for man to attain the �xact knowledge of
Briduftan if he wsaiits release from this miserable world.
**A11 objeets of the i^orld, according to the Upanishads,
are to be sou^t j^fter as gateways to Ood. If w� look
upon them as solid and secluded and regard ourselves as
separate units, then we sin morally."�* fhe ultimate
goal of man is to realise that there la no ot^er reality
ttian the Brahman. Hence, all the actions and relation
ships in this ^orld must be fashioned in Qiat ll^^t.
Therefore, Sin, in the Upanishads, is the denial in con
duct by self of the supremacy of the ^hole. Sin is the
product of tl^ shallow insight^ breeding selfish egoism
^d ignorance of reality. In other words, -s^en man is li^-
norant of reality, he will put self first and hence all
his actions, feelings, and thought would be contrary to
the desired goal. It means that sin is making self high
er than 3od, Th� Upanishads, therefore, constantly teach
that the truth prevails, not the untrue.
^Se^Skrishnan, o�, olt., vol. I, p. 245
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The true prevail 3 � not ^e untrtter by the
true the path la laid out, ttie way of the gods on
which the old sages, satisfied in their desires,
proceed to ^ere there is that hirhest place of
tdae true On�. '''^
Ignorance brings a\ifferlng. This thovtbt also is
expressed in some verses. For example,
Uie good ia one thinr, the pleasant another.
fhese two h vo different objects and chain a man.
It is well with him who dbooses the Re
dtioo^^es the pleasant misses his end.
But the suffering that on� suffers, according to
the Upanlshad* s teaching, may not be necessarily the re
sult of evil actions <K�amdtted in this life. It may be
the repult of one's Itarma. Eama Is the stored up effect
of past deads. Says Radliakrls^an about this.
According to the principle of Karma there is
noting uncertain or capricious in the moral world.
;� reap 'jsrhat we so'-, the good seed brings a harvest
of food, the evil of evil*^ ^ery little action has
its effect on character. ^
Eadhakriidinan Jilso points out that there la no escape
from one�s Earma. ^1h� Karnia theory embraces in its sweep
m&Ti and gods^, animals end plants.
But now what of the way out of suffering that coises
as a result of Karma and Ignorance*' Knonsiedge is the way
out. As isaaor&nc: is sin, knowledge is salvation, fo get
^undaka Upanlshad, III, 1. 6
Kadhakriahn�n, o�. cit., vol. I, p. 245
28
-iaS- clfe.. p. 245
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out of Ignoraneo one mast attain the knowledge that Brah-
raan Is the only ultimate reality and that he himself la
Brahman. Ihls knowledge is the salTation In the Upanish
ads. Deussen points out,
Deliverance is not effected by th� knowladge
of the Atman (Brahman), but this knowledge is Itself
already deliverance. He who knows himself as the
Atman (Brahman) has thereby recognized the world of
plxirality and the desire occasioned by plurality to ^
be an Illusion, whl<da can no longer lead him astray.^
ihe Upanishads do not describe precisely the con
dition of ultimate freedoir. There are two conflicting
views r^anning throufdiout. On� view says that it is a state
of likeness to (>od, and the other says that It is a statm
of oneness with God. I^t the dominating view is the view
that in ultimate freedom one becomes one with Ood. '%ere
are numerous pfeissagss that suggest ^is. "fhe Prsnava Is
the bow, Uie Atman is th� arrow and the Brahman is said
to be its a:ark. It would be hit by one who is self-
collected and that %'hich hits becomes like the arrow, one
with the mark, that is Bria-.man.''^ Again, "All these
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becos^ one in the hi|^est Imperishable Urahman. Pas
sages like these seem to suggest that there is no sense f
individuality and therefore no posf^lbility of action In
that state. It seems to be survival without consciousness
and individuality. Professor Dyagupta puts it this way.
J>ea8S9n, op. cit. , p. 409
Wdaka II, 2. g
^Ibid III. 2, 7
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Mancipation or i iikti (Salvation) means In the
Upanishads th� state of inf initisneap that a man at
tains wh^n he kaiows his own self and thus becomes
Bratean. The ceaseless ooume of transmigration is
only for those who are Ignorant. Ihe wise man, how
ever who has divested himself of all passions and
knows hlitjself to be Brahmaii, at once becomes Brahman
and no bondage of any kind can ever affect him.*'^
The above may apply to those who do pood works and
attain Mukti (Salvation). But what about those who rarriain
in ignorance aM Qowmit sins and diet there do they go ?
Is there a hell set forth In th� Upanlshadic teachingt
Rebirth la the answer for the above questions. In th�
Brs^adaranya Upanlshad w� find this verse.
Ihen his knowl�Klge and his >vorks and his pre
vious exporleaca take him by tht hand. As a eater-
pillar which has wriPi^led to the top of a blade of
srass draws itself on to a new bl�de, so does the man
after he has put aside his body dr�^ himself over to
a n�w existf^nc:-;.^'^
And again:
As goldsmith taking a piece of gold forms
another shape with it, inor� ne^ and agi^eable, so
throwing off this body and obtaining that state of
ioiowledge, the soul forms a shape ^^�^ i� SK>re new
and agreeable, avited to the world.
The more deep one's ignorance, the lower th� types
of puniehm^t for one's sins. Ra<^akrishnan glorifies
this aspect of Eindu thinking in th� fellowin� words,
'^punishment is not only vindictive, but also remedial.
We are punished for our sins ^d are at the s&mm time
^^Jasgupta, op. Git., vol. I, p. 58
' "^Brahad, IV, 4, 5
^*IMd. I� , 4, 4
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purified by the punishment. It Is good K>at we suffer. "5
Thus, in the Opanlshsds, th, idea of Ood, In , and
Salvation is developed and takes various turns. Only the
main running thou^t is dealt 'frith here, How it remains
to ss? how this main running ihon -ht of the "cdan and the
tJpsnlshu-is was dealt ^ ith In the various schools of Indian
Philosophy.
35
Radhakrishnan, 0�. cit. , vol. I, p. 255
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CHAPTI.R IV
IBS IDEA OF fXD, SIH AND SALVATIOK
IH TH.". HON-VSDIC SCHOOLS
A glanoe at th� ohart of the achoola of Indian
l^iloaophy on page four, will show that there are three
schools of Indian philosoj*y that do not accept the au
thority of the Vedas. Tki&y are, namely i the Charvuka,
the Jaina and the Bauddha.
The Cfearvaka Idea of Ood, .irs, and Salvation.
The Charvaka system of {*iilosophy Is also known
as th� Indian materialism. Ihls system is very ancient
taaougb it -i^ould be difficult to plaee the exact date of
its gros^th. the word Charvaka" comes from *cajarva* to
eat. It Implied that this name was given to the people
1^0 accepted ttils materialism, "twtcsuse they would only
eat, but would not accept any other religious or moral
responsibility.* Nothing math is known about the found
er of tihis system except that Brahaspati wToUt some sutras
of this s^iool.
This s(du>ol holds that pereeption is tho only re
liable source of knowledge. Bence, only those things are
real that are perceived. **%aterial objects are the only
^Dasgupta, o�. cit. . vol. I, p. 7w
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objects whose existence can be peroeiwed and whose reali
ty can be asserted. Ihe Charvakas thus came to establish
materlalisfli on the ttieory tdiat matter is the only reality.""
Bence it would be seen that the Charvakas deny the
existence of sould and God. As we can not see Ood, his ex
istence can not be proved. Hence there Is no 'rod. ^e
Charvakas believe that "the varioois phenomena of ttie world
are produced spontaneously from the nature of things." ^
Hcmoe, "there is no suc^ thing as God, the supreme
4
author aod governor of the world." The only god is ties
earthly Kingy w2^se existence is proved by sense percept
ion, and is the ruler of a state, the arbiter of right
and wrong In society.
As this system does not believe In God, it does
not believe in heaven hell� or final salvation. The
Oiarvakas bold that "Heaven and hell are the inv^tlons
of the priests i^ose professional interest lies in coax
ing, threatening and making people perform the ritual?.
5
Ehll^tened men will always refuse to be duped by them.*
�Siey hold ttiat there Is no virtue or vice as well. They
argue that as the distinction between virtue esad vice Is
Buule by the Soriptures and as the authority of the Serlpt-
**<aiattorjee and Datta, op. SiXSi* , P* "^0
^hastrl, R., Obarvaha-abashfel. p. 84
SS^Sl' t p. 85
g
Chatterje� and Datta, oj^, cit., p. 74
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ures can not b� proved, there ia no virtue and vice In this
world. Therefore, neither salvation or virtue should be
our end. �<ealth and enloument are the only rational ends
that a wise man should toll to achieve.
The 9oal of hunan life, therefore in this s^ool of
philosophy, is to attain the maximuin asiount of pleasure in
this life, avoiding pain as far as poss-ible. A srood action
is titiat one �feioh gives saxismiB actount of pleasure and a bad
action is that one which brings more pain than pleasure.
Thus it will be seen, there is no idea of Ood, Sin,
and Salvation in the Charvaka school of philoso^y, in the
real s^se of l^e word.
The Jaina Idee of Ood, Sin, and Salvation
The Jalnas hold that the Jaina philosophy >�as hand-
Mi down ^roug^ twenty-four teachers from unknown antiquity.
The ^lef Importance Is given to Mahalrva. who Is said to
have lived in the sixth century r.C.� during the time of
Ootama Biuldha. Hie ^ord Jainlsm comes from the �'Jain
"
,
mesurilng "Conqueror". The tw�nty#four teachers are sup
posed to have conquered all passions and to have attained
liberation. The importance of Jainlsm lies in Its rela
tion to other religions and philosophies. V.ume says.
The founder of Jainlsm did his work during a
period of creative Importance In eev ;ral countries
of the world. Besides Buddha, Mahavira was a con-
f:2
tejQporary of thro� other foimdera aiming the world's
living religions, Confucius In Chine along ^Ith Lao-
tze, and Zoroaster In Fersia, according to the letter's
latest date. ^
The Jaina philosophy does not accept the existenne
of Ood, which is rejected on many grounds. The Jains say
that Ood is not perceived, Ixit is proved throu^ Inference.
But w� can not rely upon inference for valid knowledge.
Our e;q)�rl9nc� also shows that th� actions attributed to
God are contradictory to the practical experience. "It is
preposterous to suppose that one Qod wltdaout the help of
any Instruments or other accessories of any kind, ooujd
create this world. Hals Is against all experience. the
Jaina philosophy holds that no god Is necessary for crea
tion or destruction. Radhakrishnan quotes a verse from a
scripture, ""Hiere can be no destruction of things that do
exist, nor can there be creation of things out of nothing,
coming into existence and ceasing to exist, things have,
Q
because of their attributes and modes.'
Thougjb the Jainas thus oome to reject Ood as the
creator of the world, they ^ink it necessary to meditate
upon and worship the liberated, perfect souls - the Tir-
thanaras, Mrs. Stevenson's remark about ttiis is very re
markable. She says,
�Riere la a strange mystery in Jainlsm; for
though it acknowledges no personal :>od, knowing him
neither as creator, father or friend, yet it will
nev�r allow Itseir to be called an ataieistic system.
�Bume, 0�. cit. . p. 42
Dasgupta, o�. cit., vol. I, p. 206
8
Radhakrishnan, o�. cit., vol. I, p. 329
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Indeed, there Is no aaore deadly Inault that on�
oould level at a Jain that to call him a nas tike ,
or atheist, 9
A3 the aatter stands today, one can hardly call Jainlsm
an atheistic philosophy, because Hahavlra himself Is now
being worshiped as a god, and many other saviors, perfect
ones and victors are almost deified.
It should be noted that thou^ the Jaina j^iloso-
phy d�iies the existence of u creator-God, yet, it dca
rmt d�iy the existence of the possibility of th� bondage
and liberation of the soul. Jalnas accept th� exls-
t<Mace of the soul.
This soul is Inherently perfect. It has infin
ite potentiality within. Infinite knowledge, infinite
fait^. Infinite power, and infinite bliss, &m all be
attained by the soul if it can only reiaove frora within
itself all obstacles that stand in the way. Just as
the sun shines forth to illuminate the entire world
as soon as the atmosphere 1� freed of cloud and fog,
similaril^ ^le soul attains omniscience and the other
perfections inherent in it as soon as the obstacle**
are r�aoved. 10
fhe obstacles mentioned In the above quotation refer to th�
Karma and '^Himsa'* <in|ury to anything th&t has life). The
J[aina phllosopiiy holds that there are souls, not only in
animals, but also in plants and even In particles of dust.
And as every soul is capable of attaining Infinite con
sciousness, power, and happiness, to do Injury to anything
living is not only tmethlcal, but sinful. The �orst sin in
Jainlsm is to kill - �*liimsa".
9
Stevenson, Mrs., Heart of Jainlsm, 298
^^Chatterjee and Datta, o�. cit., p. 115
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�*In4iwy to anything that has life, that is, anytdilng In
v^lch there Is a sotiI, la naturally a grave sin in a rel-
11
ieion vhloh takes transjairratlon seriously.
" "Hlmsa'*
i& not the only sin in the Jain^ philosopfoy that causes
bondage of the soul, there are atout thirth-flve conduct
la�s, breaking of which le counted as grievous sin. ^^hat-
�ver, then that causes pain, physical or mental, comes un-
der sin.
One should not kill animals for sport or for
f?od, in vivisection or on the altar of sacrifice.
One should s�t even swat a fly. 'ihe vow applies also
to acts whi<as may not actually, but none the less
cause linnecessary pain, such as cruel beating, maim
ing or branding, overloading a beast of burden, with
holding food and drink unreasonably.
Ihls will include ev�a stealing, telling lies, etc., that
will cause s^ntal pain to someone. Isrofirfily speaking,
*Hiat8a" and causing injury, idiyslcal or mntal, is sin in
the Jaina philosophy.
The Jaina philosof^y points out that the way of
liberation or salvation is three-fold. As passions of the
soul lead to ^e association of the soul with matter, and
as all tasis springs from igirorance, right knowledge of
reality is an utsnst necessity. Hl^t knowledge can be
acquired only by stVMlying carefully the teachings of the
^^Stoorc, G.P., History of Religions , (Charles
Scribner�s Sons, Sew York, 1913)7^ p. 282
12
Pike, K.H., Ethics of the Great Religions,
(aatts and Co., London^; m48T~ pT^l"^^
'
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onmlacient Tirthankaras - tho liberated ones. This means
one ffiust have ri^hfc faith in the teaehings of the Tirthan
karas. j^t only rli^ht faith and ri#it kno^^ledge are not
sufficient. Hig^t conduot atust follow ri^t knowledge.
Ihus w� see the Jaina way of Salvation is three-fold;
Klght-Ralth, Hi ^t-Knowledge , and ilght-Conduot. "Fight-
faith, right-knowledge, ;^nd right-conduct have therefore
oome to be known in Jaina ethics as the three gems that
shine in a good life.'
Heaven, according to the Jaina philosophy is an e-
tenoal upward movement.
On liberation the soal goes upward, because of
the momentum due to its previous activity, the non
existence of the relation to tho elements which kept
it down, breaking of the bondage, and its tendency
to go upwards . �*�'*
Salvation or deliverance Is no annihilation of the soul,
but its entry into a blessedness that has no end. It is
an escape from the body, thoui^ not from existence. '*The
state of p erfection is passively described as freMom from
action noad dssire, a state of utter aiad absolute quiescence,
a rest that know? no change or ending a passionless and in
effable n^ace."-*-*^
lhat about th^ idea of hell in the Jaina philosophy^
^^Ctoatterlee and Batta, o�. cit. , p. 1�3
14
R�3hakri8hnan. o�. cit., vol. I, p. 533
�^Ibld. . p. 532
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Her� is a quotation that gives the Jaina Idea of hell:
''The soul is th� maker and non-maker, and Itself makes
happiness and misery, is its o-^n friend and Itn o n foe,
decides Itr ow-n condition ^ood or evil, is its own river
16
Vegarana," itie rlvar, Vegarana, mentioned here, is
a river of torment in hell. This means that, Thyself
art hell,
The Bauddha Idea of Ood, Sin, end Salvation
The Bauddha philosophy was founded by Gautama Bud
dha, %ho lived in the sixUi century B.C. Buddha's teaeh-
ing can hardly be oalled philosophy, as he blisself never
Indulged in metaphysics and always avoided discussions re
lating to that field. A brief attes^t is made bare Just
to find out what Buddha tau^t about (k>d, Sin^ and Salva
tion.
I^e Buddhist deny the existence of ^^od.
j^e traditional arguments in support of the
exlsteno� of lod were disputed by the early Buddhists.
The proof that as a watch Implies a watch-maker, even
so the world implies God, is offensive to them. iJe
need not have a conscious cause, t^ven as the seed de
velops into the germ, and the germ into the branch,
w� can have production wii^ut a thinKlno; cause or a
ruling providence. ^�
16
*�HUot�d by Pike, S, , Kthlcs of the Great Religions ,
p. 44F
^*^ioo. Pit.
18
Radhakrlshn,^, op. cit., vol. I, 't. 455
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�Hitta shows Dr, Radhakrishnan how tha Puddhists deny the
teleologleal and oossiologleal proofs of the existence of
Ood, Ihey also do not accept the other proofs of the ex
istence of Ood, namely; the testimony of the Vedas, etc.
The early BiaSdhlst litoratiire gives the following ohalncf
arguments for non-existence of God and Soul:
(a) All things are conditional; there is noth
ing thmt exists by itself.
{b') All things are, therefore, subject to change;
nothing is permanent.
(c) ^ere is, therefore, neither any soul nor
Cfod, nor otoer permanent substance.
After deciding that there was no God, the Buddha
devoted himself to solve the problem of suffering in this
world, ^fb^ Buddha's doctrine is called �yana�. The word
*yana� means a vehicle or a ferryboat. The ferryboat Is
tiie principle image employed In Buddhism to render the
19
sense and ftmctlon of the doctrine. Buddha* s doctrine
is a vehicle that can carry an individual t^roug^ the suf-
gerings of the world to a state of non-suffering. The
^addha was convinced that his teaching was the only true
path of salvation. :^o he commanded his disciples thus:
Oo forth, disciples, and wander, to the Sal
vation and joy of much people, out of compassion
for the world, to the blessing, salvation, and joy
of gods and ^n. Go not two together on the same
19
Zimaer, 0�. cit. . p. 474
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way. preach, disciples, tho doctrine which is salu
tary in its beginning, its course, and its consuma-
tlon, in the spirit and the letter; proclaim the
pure way of holiness. 20
The E*uddha*s teaching on salvation can be put
in four points. Hiess are called Buddha's Four Noble
Truths t
(1) Life is full of stifferlng.
(2) Ihere is a c^ain of causes for idiis sufferints.
(3) Suffering must cease, if its cause is removed.
(4) ^e Eight-fold path of Hirvana or liberation.
Aa to the causes of suffering in this ^orld, the
i^addha aocepts the titieory of Eama along with the twelve-
link dtiain whieh he puts it thus:
(I) Suffering in life is due to
(2) Birth, �flfcilch is due to
(3) The will to be bom, which Is due to
(4) Our mental clinging to objects due to
(5) Ihirst or desire for objects, due to
(6) Sense - experience, due to
(7) Sense object contact, due to
(8) Six organs of cognition, due to
(9) ^bryonic organism, due to
(10) Some ii^ressions of past life, due to
(11) SoB� initial consciousness, due to
(12) Ignorance.
SOQuoted by Moore, �iP., History of Religions, p. 287
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It will be seen from the above path, that, any
thing that Is contrary to it will be sin as It will cause
more suffering sand Ignorance mnA Ksrma. To make the mat
ters easy, the Buddha put certain reBtrictiona thust
Five prohibitions are enjoined by Buddha upon
all lay Bxiddhlsts numely -
Do not kill, steal, commit adultry, lie or
drink intoxicants.
Ten prohibitions are enjoined upon the higher
grade of aonaaties. In addition to the five above,
the following five are added -
Do not dance, sing; Do not eat at forbidden
times; Do not use flowers or decorations; Do not
use high bed; Do not have gold or silver.
The main treiKi of Buddhist ethics is negative,
repressive, qtaietistio. Individualistic, and anti
social. 21
Sot to believe is also a great sin in the Buddha
philosophy. Hopkins says, ^'Buddha was essentially dopsa-
tie himself and the gravest sin in his eyes was to doubt
the Buddha. ' As to t^e idea of hell and sin present in
the Buddha's teaming the same aut^r throws some H^r� light
saying thus,
BtKidhistic theories of the root of evil differ
chiefly in appraising t^e self as an i-rm^^rtal soul or
as a character*like nucleus of predispositions carried
from birth to birth, but capable of dissolution when
the last predisposition is severed, which nucleus i^as
the ^sddhistl� substitute for soul. ?:^oreov�r in fn^-
dhisa, latere was th� same fear of hell for misdeedssjas
in l^ahmanlsm, but there was no god till Buddha hlm-
%ume, op. cit., pp. 63-69
Hopkins, . , Ethics of India, p. 146
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self In th� �yes of th� ordinary vorahlppara took
God's plao� and �ithfir as Buddha or as a Boddhisat-
tv� was invokod or a dlvlno b�ing and prayed to for
forgiveness of slns-^^i
It is also necessary to get In mind the meaning
of fiirvana as mentioned in Bauddha Philosophy. Is it a
state on� reaches to after dea^? Hhys Davids, who is
quoted oy many oriental scholars, has much to say as to
the interpretation of the term ''Klrvana .
It is the extinction of that sinful, grasping
condition of mind and heart whi<dQ would othersis�,
according to the great mystery of Karma, he th�
cause of renewed individual existence, liirvana Is
therefore, the saiae thing as a sinless, calm state
of mind.
Death is not lUrvana,
Death, utter death, with no new life to follow,
is then a result of, but it is not Hirvana. The
Buddhist heaven is not death it is not on death
but on a virtuous life here and now that the Buddhist
scriptures lavish those terms of ecstatic description
whic^ taa-^^y spply to Hirvana as the fruit of th� fourth
path.
I^iorance and desire are cut at their roots and
the source of misery vanishes. Ferfeot wisdom, per
fect goodness, �nd perfect equanimity, complete re
lief from suffering are simultaneously attained In
Kirvana. 26
This clearly shows that the state of Hirvana can be
reached even in this life. Is it similar to the Christian
idea of sanctlf ication or holiness? Rhys Davids says.
^^^lopkins, R.W. , op. cit., p. 141
^*Rhys Davids, T. ., Buddhlsir, p. Ill
^Ibid. . p. 114
^Ghatterjee and Datta, op. cit., p. 168
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"Hollaesfi and Nirvana may represent states of mind not
greatly dlTforent; but these are due to different causes,
and end in different results."
As to the exact nature of self after death In the
state of Nirvana, the Buddha did not give clear answer-
It la best to quote Hadhakriehnan on this point and close
this discussion.
Buddha's real attitude is probably that Nir
vana is a state of perfection inconceivable by us,
and if we are abllged to offer discrlptions of it,
it is best to bring out its ineoncelvabillty by neg
ative dlacriptions, its richness of contact by posi
tive predicates, realizing all the time that su<di
descriptions are at best appTOxlmatlons only, 28
^Wajs Davids, or . cit � , p. 112
2�Badhakrlshnan, o^. cit. . vol., I, p. 453
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CHAPTER V
The Idea of Ood, Sin wsd "alv tlon
In
the Vedlo Schools of Indian Philosophy.
The Nyaya Phllosoj^iy
The Ryaya philosophy was founded by the great sage,
Oetjusa, (not to be confused with Oautama Buddha), �fco Is
also known as Ak?hapada. This i^llosophy Is primarily con
cerned with the conditions of correct thirklng and the means
of acquiring a true knowledge of reality. It Is also faaK>us
for Its logic and the theory of knowledge.
Tiie Nyaya phllosos^y gives us an elaborate tSieory of
God and connects It with the doctrine of liberation. This
phllosojd&y also puts a stress on tdie grace of Goi.
According to the Kyayaylkas the individual self
can attain true taaiowledge of realities and, throu^ it,
the state of liberation only by tho grace of S^od. With
out God's grace neither the true knowledge of the cate
gories of philosophy nor the highest end of liberation
is attainable by any Individual being of the world. 1
Tbe god of the Nyaya phi losepi' is a personal being
possess in rr existence, knowledge and bliss. Fe is endowed
wltti such qualities as absence of demerit, wrong knotp ledge
and negligence. He is omnipotent in regard to his creation.
"But h� does not ereate the world out of nothln??, but out of
eternal atoms, space, time ether, minds and souls. The cre-
Chatterje� and Datta, oj^� cit. , p. 240
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atlon of the world means the orderlnjr of the eternal en
titles, *hloh are co-existent with Ck>d, into a moral
^orld.** � God is thiis the creator of th� world in the
sense of being the fii'st efficient cause of the world and
not its material caue.. He is its preserver and also its
destroyer. According to a comniontary on tixe Hyaya 5^11-
osoiAiy, Ood possesses to the full all Uie six perfectlorss,
ai^ is majestic, almija^ty, all glorious, infinitely beau
tiful and possessed of infinite knowledge and perfect free
dom from attachment, the Kyaya philosophy holds that God
is also tho dir^^ctive cause of the actions of all living
beings. V.Q creature, nor even man absolutely free in
his actions.
Hi� Syaya philosophy abounds in giving proofs for
the existenoe of �od. In all there are ten proofs. Only
two are given below.
Ihe Causal Argument
All composite objects of the world, formed by
coa^lnations of atoms, (e.g. mountains, seas, etc.),
must have a cause because they are of the nature of
effects, like a pot. lhat all such objects of th�
world are effects follo^fs first from their being
made tip of parts and secondly, from their ixjssess-
Ing an interss^diate magnitude. Space, ti^, ether
and self are not affects, because these are Infinite
�substances, not made up of pr-rte?. Atoms of earth,
water, lifllit and air and the mind are not tho effects
of any caune because they are simple, indivisible and
Inf initesitnal substances. All other composite objects
of the world, like ttKjuntains and seas, the sun and the
Sbid. p. 2*0
'''S addarshun a , 1:5
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Bioon, the stars and the planets must be the effects
of some Causa, since they are both made up of parts
and possess Halted dimensions. These objects are
what ^ey are because of the concurrence of a ntaaber
of material causes. Therefore, tlr^re inust be an in
telligent cause (Karta -�l^m'} for all these effects.
Without the guidance of an intelllprent cause the ma
terial causes of these tilings cannot attain just
that order, direction and coordination fhicdi enable
them to produce these definite effects. This intel
ligent cause oust have a direct knowledge of the ma
terial causes as means, a desire to attain some end,
and the power of will to accomplish or realise the
end. He must also be omniscient, since only an om
niscient being can have direct knowledge of sudti ab
solute simple and infinitely small entities as atoms
and the like. That Is, He must be Ood and none but
Ood. 4
l^e above argument is given in full so that the
reader may (K)mpare it with the Christian arguments for the
existence of God.
The Adrashta Argument
In a nutshell this argument runs like this - f-e
find, in tails world, soma people are happy and some are
vabheppj, aome are vise and sob^ are Ignorant. Wbat is the
cause of all tills? We find we are happy if our actions are
good and unhappy if our actions are bad. This means our
happiness or luihappiness depends upon our moral actions.
But how do the moral actions bring th� proper result? There
miat he some cause that governs and takes account of our
moral actions. ^Thls cause saist be the intelligent ag�nt,
th� �t�wnal, omniscient and onanipotent Divine Being. It is
uoted by Chatterje� and Datta from "Sarvadar-
shana liS"
Ood that guides our aoreul a ctlons and dispenses all the
Joys and sorrows of our life. In strict accordance with
it."
^
The Hyaya i^llosophy also holds that the Vedas
prove the existenoe of Ood. "The Scriptures are valid and
authoritative texts. This ir due to the supreme authority
of their auttior ^o saist he ormisclant and so none other
6
tdian Crod .
Hius it is seen that the Kyaya philosophy believes
in the existence of Ood an gives some proofs for Hia exis
tence, well developed according its own loric.
As for the idea of sin and salvation in the Hyaya
pdbLllosoi^y, Fraaer says, **I^paioranc� of th� full knowledge
of these twelve objects <of fiosowledge aroti^esefieellijgstbf
ilkS^ Shd didJrlkeSein8therindlvidb^lc*henfieraet�enseBSu6s-^
7
leading to M.rtti aasS. A&Mi, p�in ^nd m�rmv*'^ This will
show ^at according to the Syaya philosophy ipiorance Is
sin. The t^^elve objects of kmwledge 3s�ntlon�d are, "the
soul, the body, the senses, Uie objects of the senses, in
tellect, mind, production, fault, transmigration, retrlbu-
S
tion, pain and emancipation.'*
1%ie Kyayaylkas believe that the state of liberation
jt
CShatterJee aid Datta, op. cit., p. 247
�Loc. cit.
'''Krazer, 2R* �ii*� P"
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or salvation "is a state of negation ooBsplete and abso-
Q
lute, of all pain and suffering," Unlike the Buddhist
teaching the Ujaja. philosophy holds that in liberation,
the soul fflust be free from th� shackles of the body and
the senses, i^tm the soul is severed from the body It
ceases to have not only painful, but also pleasurable ex
periences. This philosophy holds that in the state of
liberation the soul ceases to have any experience or con
sciousness.
So in liberation th� soul exists as a pure
substance free from all connection ith the body,
neither suffering pain, nor enjoying pleasure, nor
having a>nsciousness even. It is absolute freedom
from pain for all time to come. It is Just that
supreme condition of th� soul whicdti has been var
iously described in the scriptures as; ^freedom
from fear" ( v\ ) , ''freedom from decay and ^ .
ohenge" ( ^vTTTPT f, '^freedom from death'* (a-OwSSC^)
and so forth. 10
"
As the Buddha philosofdiy gives eight-fold path
for liberation or Slrvana, the Hyaya advocates a three
fold path.
(a) Shravana - listening to tfce Scriptural in-
inatructlons
(b) Hanana - reasoning
(c) Kidldhyasana - ISedltation.
First, one must listen to th� scriptures, then
firmly establish the knowledge of the self by reasoning,
and finally he must meditate on the self in conformity
^Chatterjee and Datta, op. cit., p. 238
Ibid, p. 238
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with th� prineipl�� of Yoga. This win h�lp him to real
ise that body is not self and all nfronp knowledge abotat
It I� destroyed and one oeaaes to be moved toaotion by
paasions and imrulses. hen he thus becomes free from de
sire, his past Karma is exhausted and so he no longer un
dergoes birth and re-blrth in this world. This is the
salvation of the Kyaya philosophy.
The Vaisheshlka Philosophy
The Balsheshlka system was foui�led by a sage named
Kanada. Th� first systematic work expounding this system
of phllosoj^y is the Vaisheshlka-Sutra by Kanfida hiraself.
There are also various o^er cofflKientarles and books that
explain ^e doctrines of this philosophy.
There Is not much difference between th.e Vaisheshl
ka ideas of @od. Sin and Salvation and the similar idsas of
the Hyaya philosophy. Chatterje� and Datta say about this:
Ihe Hyaya aiKi the Vaisheshlka are allied sys-
teiss of i^llosophy. Thej have the same end in view,
namely, liberation of the Individual self. Ac(x>rd-
ing to both, ignorance is the iHJot cause of all pain
and suffering; and liberation, which consist;! in
their absolute cessation, is to be attained through
a right knowledge of reality. 11
However, It la Interesting to see what Kadhakrish-
nan has to say about the Vaisheshlka treatment of God. Ac-
<^z^iing to tti� Vaisheshlka, "Ood is not th� creator of
th� world, sine� souls and atoms ar� co-eternal with him.
God is distinguished from human souls by his omniscience
Ibid, p. 258
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and OBsnlpotenoe whloh qualify him for tho government of the
universe. Be is never entangled in the cycle of existence
12He sets the world under certain laws and lets it go.
'
In
hrief , this is tho idea of God in the Vaisheshlka idiilosoDhy.
The Sankhya Philosophy
The Sankhya system is the work of the great sage by
the name of Kapila. This system seems to be very old, as
its mention is found in most of the ancient Hindu litera
ture. Kapila *8 Sankhya-Sutra is the authoritative book of
th� Sankhya philosoj^y.
AS to taie idea of God in the Sankhya philosophy,
tlwre is much disagreement aarong Ui� scholars. Some say it
is theistlc. Bere is what Dr. Radhakrishnan says about it:
In its classical form, however, the Sanldiya does
not upteld theism. In Its indifference to till� suprem
acy of an ateolute spirit as well as in it?? doctrine of
the relation of avldya and the 8oul�s entanglement in
the n^rld, the Smikhya remlnda us of Buddhism. 13
fhe classical Sankhya system argues against the exist�mce of
God on the following grounds;
(a) 1^ world as a system of effects imat have a
cause; this is no doubt true. Put Ood or Brahman can not
be the cause of the world. God is said to be eternal and
ijgBmatable pelf; and what is unchanging can not be the act
ive caus� of anything. So it follows that the ultiraat�
cause of th� world is th� eternal but ever-changing fiu^tter,
^2Ra<aiakrishnan, op. cit. , vol., I, p. 227.
13-,..
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(i raJtpltl ^TP^tcT) and not "od,
(b) Th& belief in Ood 1� Inoonelstent with the die-
tinotive reality and imasortality of individual selves. If
the latter be Incliidod within Ood as his parts, they oujzht
to have some of th� divine powers, whloh, however is not the
caes.
''On such shallow reasonings the Sankhya system draws
the conclusion that God does not exist and ttiat matter (Pra-
kriti) is the sijiffloient reason for there being a world of
objects . "
The Sankhya philosophy denies the existence of God,
but firmly holds to the existence of 5oul or Fur�sha� fhe
idea of Furusha almost t^kee the place �f led In tOi� Sank
hya sustea, rr. Radhakrishnan say^,
fhe oanidjya viov, of puruaha is determined by the
inception of Atmisn tn tiie Upanish^sds. It is without
beginning or end, without any qualities, subtle and
omnipresent, an etenaal se�r, beyond the sweep of Inltel-
lect, l^yond the senses, beyond the mind, beyond the
range of time, space and caus0lity. It is unproducing.
Its eternity is not merely everlastingness, but imasat-
ability and perfection. 15
The Ssjtikhyas further hold tiiat l^is Purusha or self
is not one Xsat many* But as individual self, �ach purusha
is eternal and intelligent, the subject of knowledge; so
also it is a transcendent subject whose �ssence is ptire con
sciousness. *h�i this purusha coisics in contact 'isith matter
(Prakrit!), the evolution of this world starts. The world
14
CJhstterjer and Datta, 0�. olt. , p. 330
-'�^Radhakrishnan, 0�. cit. , vol. II, p. 283
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oan not oome into existenoe due to the Purusha alone, or the
Prakrlti alone, because Frakrltl Is non- Intelligent. The ac
tivity of the Prakrit! raust be guided by th� Purusha which
la Intelligent. How the world la evolved by the influence
of Purusha on tho Prakrlti, the Sankhyas give th� following
table .
_Prakritl - (Mattar)
y Mahat - (Int�lllg�nc�)
/ �
Purusha Ahankara - (Egoism)
(Soul)
Mina i
Plv� Flv� Five
Sens� 'otor Tauhratras
^T%%ne Organs (1.�. Sound, touch,
CO Ic'r , tas ts , and
small ii
Flv� gross �loments
(ether, air, light,
water, and earth )
Thus, there are in all tw�nty-flve principles and
the knowledge of all ttiese is absolutely esrential for lib
eration or salvation. One of the ancient exponents of the
Sanldiya philosophy says in his commentary t *'He who know�
the twenty-five principles, whatever order of life he may be
in, he be an ascetic, a Brahman, or even a Buddhist, he t�
16
free; of this there is no do^j jt."
Ignorance of these principles Is bondage or sin in
the Sankhyri phlloaophy- The soul |r�ta mixed up with the
Prakrlti (l^atter), and the life on earth becomes a mixture
Quoted by Praser in his, Indian fhoui^t, p. 48
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of joy asBl asufferlftg, predonlnantly sufferinis;. Prazor says.
The Soul, by th� or�at Ion of th� world Is invol
ved in a thrae-fold suff�rlng. First, th�re Is a stif-
ferlng of the body �nd nlnd (i.e. Adhyatrlk)? second,
ther� Is stiff�ring from ttio outside world, (i.e. Adhib-
hautik) ; and third, there is suffering from supernet-
ural causes, (1.�. Adhidalvik). 17
All these suff�rings ar� du� to ignorance. Profes
sor Ross in coiffinenting upon this idea in th� HIikIu thinking
says,
* an�s Spiritual problsffl i?' r�solv�d n�lth�r by
"religion" nor by sooial servloo. for so Ion/?, ^-^b man's
actions are done in self-ignorance, the rewards ax^
purely temporary and the results ar� quite mixed.
People who follow these paths are like children, Im-
cssrsed In Ignorance and flattering themselves saying,
'*e have accomplished life's purpoe�*. Such people
may be happy in a superficial way, yet part of the
price of their blindness is the unexpected ending of
their momentary state of joy. For they are still in
bondage . 18
i;o^ the question arises. How can one gain liber
ation or salvation? Th� Sankhya philosophy holds tihat,
"liberation Is not attainable by the observance of the
19
Vedic rites.'' On� can not get rid of the pain and suf
fering of this world. "The cause of suffering being ig
norance in the sens� of non-discrimination between the
self and th� non-self freedom from suffering must com�
SO
from knowledge of the distinction betw�eR th� two."
Itels knowledge rmist not be only intellectual understanding.
^"^Praser, op.cit. , p. 118
^^Koss, F.H. , 'Phe Meaning pf Life In Hinduism and
Biuidhism, p. 40
19
-y.Radhakrishnan, op. cit. , vol. II, p. 307^caiatterjee and Batta, op. cit. , p. 326
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tout It must b� a clear realization of the fact ttiat the s;?lf
is not the body, nor the mind, nor the senses. -T.ce it Is
Idealised that th� self or th� Purusha Is abaolut�ly differ
ent from th^ body and its functions and only du� to th� ig
norance of this fact the Purusha or th� 8�lf ia affected by
th� body and its sonsss, one b^cosios fr�� from all mlssry
and suffor ing. A direct knowledg� is necessary to remove
this illusion that makes tho Purusha to think that he is th�
Prakrlti.
�aio way to attain this knowledge is the way of yoga
which will be treated In the yoga philosophy.
A question may bo asked; shat is the exact nature
of liberation in the Sankhya philosophy?
When the Purusha or the self attains liberation, no
change takes place in it and no new property or quality ac
crues to it. Tiberatlon or salvation of the self does not
mean the development from a less perfect to a more perfect
cor^ition. So also Imsfflrtality and eternal life are not to
t� regarded as future possibilltiss or events in time. "The
attainment of liberation means Just the clear recognition of
the self as a reality which Ifi beyond time and space, and
above ttie mind and the body, and therefor�, �ss�ntially fr��,"
21
eternal and iBraortal." In the Sankhya literatuz*e, one
finds the following example to explain the liberation of the
purusha. '*Just as the dancing girl ceases to dance after
^^Sankhya-3utra, 1:66 and 6:20
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having entertained the spectators, so Prakrlti ceases to act
and evolve the world after manifesting her nature to the
self . � 22
The Sankhya advocates tro kinds of ukti or libera
tion (salvation). It ia possible for every self to attain
this stag� even in this world. It is known as Jlvanxaukti,
meaning liberation in this world i.e. vt^hen the soul ia in
this body. The other kind of liberation is known as Vidh-
amkti, meaning liberation after the death of the body which
insures absolute and complete freedom.
Kow it remains to be seen how this Jivanmukti or
Vldehmukti is attained. For this, the Yoga philosophy must
be consulted.
The Yoga Philosophy
Ihe founder of the Yoga philosophy was Patanjali, a
great sage, who systematised the conception of the Yoga and
set them forth on the background of the metaphysics of the
Sankhya. Patanjali accepted the Sankhya ideas with slija^t
variations. Ihe great difference in these two philosophies
lies in the fact that whereas th� Sankhya d�nies th� oaist-
enc� of Ood, th� yoga system accepts It. Frazer says.
The Yoga accepts the teachings of the Sankhya,
but points the way to the releas� of tab� soul from mat
ter by asoeticisE'.. It further adds a belief in a Lord
or Karta (Creator) �'ho in grace and mercy aids the soul
in concentration of thought through ascetioism. 23
'^'^Quoted by Chat terjee and Datta from the Kaumudi , 59
^^raser, og. cit., p. 133
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The Yoga i^lloaophy supports the Sankhya philosophy,
as has h^en mentioned above, in the belief that for liber
ation of the soul, direct knowledge of the self's distinc
tion from the ^orld and body i� necessary. It not only be
lieves and supports this fact, but points out a way of at
tainment of this knowledge. This way is kno^n s the
^icrht-fold Path of Yoga. This ei^t-fold path is meant to
tvrify the mind of its impurities aa ?'the spiritual insight
can be had only *hcn the mind is purged of all in^urlties
and rendered perfectly oal-:. &nd serene. '^^ This path has
ei^t steps tabat gradually help to purify the mind and con
centrate deeply upon the ultimate Reality whiidti leads to the
liberation of the soul. The eig^t steps given are as follows;
(1) Yama (i.e. Restrain^
Abstaining from all kinds of injury, physical or
moral.
(2) Niyama (i.e. Culture)
Cultivation of good habits ' rch as washing th� body,
eating jure food and cultivating good emotions.
(3) Asana (i.e. Posture)
Adoption of steady and cosifortable postures helpful
for concentration.
(4) Pranayama (i.e. Breath Control)
Regulation of the breath for the concentration of the
Blind.
(5) pratyahara (i.e. Withdrawal of th� Senses)
Keeping the senses Vir.zbr the control of the mind.
24
,_Chstt'jrJe� and Datta. op.olt. , r . 347
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(6) rshirana (l.n. Attention)
Fixing the mind on a desired oo^^ct.
(7) raiyarana (i.e. vio^itatlon)
.Von ric; of thou^t round about the object of at
tention.
(8) Samadhi (1. . Concentration)
"Jhis Is the final stop in the practice of Yogs.
"In it the mind is so d<jeply absorb^ In the object of con
templation that it loses itself in th� object and has no
25
awareness of Itself." About th� great importance of
this final step of xigi. in acquiring the knowledge of Real
ity it is said in the book, ''m� Kindu Realism'*:
Sol ther merely he res ay ^:Dowledge, rather inform
ation, about truth, nor merely intellectual and Infere
ntial oonviction in regard to It, can possibly make u�
free and our sufferings. Such information and in-
ferance are knowledge only in a secondary sense -
knowledge which is Indirect and theoretical. And no
merely theoretical knov ledge can possibly end so actual
a thing as human suffering is. It la therefore, the
realization of truth by direct experience, which is the
only radical reisedy of the ills of specific existences -
the only way to fre^dois. j.nd, to repeat, it is this
realization whi<di this step of Yoga (i.e. S Hnadhi)
secures.
.:ion:2ti.ing cue L be said atjout the foga idea of God.
According to this philosophy, 0od is the aupriWB� Person who
is above all individual solves and is free fi�om �11 defects.
H� the Perfect Bein.r, who is eternal, all-parvading , o ; -
nipotent and omniscient. The yoga philosophy furnishes sev-
Ibld, p. 352
26chattcrje, J.C, The liindu Iteallsm ( ihe Indian
Press, Allahabad, 1912), p. I4X
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epal proofs of tho existence of (k>A, Only one Is given here
to show how the Yoga differed from the Sankhya In its reason
ing about Ciod,
The creation of the world is due to the associa
tion of Furusha and Prakrlti, and its dissolution to
the dissociation o the one from the other. Purusha and
Prakrlti, being two independent principles, cannot be
said to be naturally related or associated. Nor are
they naturally dissociated, for that would make their
relation Inespllcable. oo there must be an intelligent
cause ^hich affects their association and dissociation.
This cause must be a^erfect and an omniscient Being.
This Being is Ood.
Though the Yoga fhilosophy gives such proofs for the
existence of God, yet this Ood of Yoga is very loosely con
nected with the rest of the syster. He is not th� creator
nor the preserver of the IFniverae. Ihe Purusha, or Soul,
does not go to him after death, nor he reward or punish man
for his aetions. The only thing that he doer is that, by
the devotion of man toward him, he helps man to remove t^e
ol^tacles from his pa^ and thus facilitates the attain -
c@nt of liberation; but he does not grant it. So it depeiKis
upon man to attain his own salvation by following the eight
fold path, staking Qod t^e supreme object of concentration.
Dr. Hadhakrislman justly calls titils way of liberation '*an
1.28
�laborate process of self-hypnotleatlon.
The Mimansa Philosophy
This philosophy was founded by Jaimlni, ^ho wrote
^Ctoatterjea and Datta, o�. cit. , p. 355
^^Radhakrishnan, 0�. cit. , vol. II, f . 872
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hia '�Sutpa", and laid th� foundation of this systejn. This
philosophy chiefly dsals with th� ritualistic aspect of th�
Vedas. Th�r�for� It �isphasizes very strongly the existence
of the Soul and the validity of the Vedas.
Th� Miaansa philosophy holdt� that th� soul is an
eternal, infinite euhstance, which is relatad to a real body,
in a real world, tmd which survives de%tia to be able to reap
the consequences of its actions perforaed here in tills orld.
This philosophy also believes in the plurality of souls, i.e.
there are as many souls as there ar� individual??. The souls
ar� subject to bondage and can also obtain liberation. In
all these respects tho Mimansa agrees with other sclK>ol3
SiCntioned already, so it Is not necessary to repeat them
here* Only those points are discussed here th&t are out
standingly differ^t from the other schools.
Like Sanldiya, the Mimansa doep not believe in any God.
It may believe in some smaller deities, but declines to aenept
the existence of a Supreme being. The place of this Supreme
Being is taken by ttie Vedas* As to iiie place of the Vedas
in the Mimansa philosofday, the following quotation is very
revealing .
Hie Wtlmansa does not believe in a creator of
the world. In its anxiety to secure the supreme place
for the eternal Vedas , the Mimansa could not believe in
Ood �^a� authority could b� superior to, or at least
on a par witdi tdbiat of t3ne Vedas. According to the Klm-
ansa, the Vedas embody not so much eternal truths as
eternal injuctions or laws which enjoin the perform
ance of tt�e sacrificial rites. Religion, or Etoarraa
thus becomes identical with th� Vedic injufi^tin^fli.
The V^as supply th� criterion of what is rl^'n*"- and
what is wx>ong. A good life is a life led in obedience
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to th� Vodlc coamandfflents ,
Thl9 Biakes it olear that the l^imansa values the Vedas and the
Vedie religious duty aore than it values dod. In faot, reli
gious duty is more important and powerful than the various
deities to whom saorlf ioes are offered, such as sun-god,
fire-god, raln-i^od, etc. The Mlinansa does not believe in a
deity for the deity's sake; but because "a deity is necesraary
merely as tiiat in v^-hose name an oblation 1? to be offered at
30
a sacrifice. * One can imagine, then, ho^^ much importance
the ritual saerifiee must have in the Mimansa. It l^. also
important to note that the sacrifice is not to be performed
for self purification or to appease any deity. A ritual is
to be performed Just because the Vedas command it to be per
formed. So it will be seen that the observance of the rit
ualistic duty is the bluest good in the l^^lsansa. Failure
to perform this duty is, then, sin, ^hlch Isads to rebirth
and suffering? and implicit ol^dlenc� to the Vedic ritual
leads to salvation. Dr� Radhakrishnan point" out tbi� trend
of tiiou^t in the Mimansa in th� following word''.
To gain salvation we have to observe Sitya
Karmas (i.e. dally rituals) lik� Sandhya (daily
prayor) �tc� and Haimi%tika K&rmas (occasional nec
essary rituals) when the proper occasion arises.
These are unconditional obligations. If we do not
fulfill them we incur sin.
'
MatterJ�e and Datta, op. cit. , p. 387
^Ibid., p. 3^3
^'^Radhakrishnan, 0�. cit. , vol. IT, p. 41S
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Thus , In the Mimansa, th� way of salvation 1^ the way
of duty, aeoording to taie precepts of the Vedas. Because it
teaches that "hy the disinterested performance of obll^ratory
duties and knowledge of the self the Karmas accumulated in
the p&ot are also gradually worn out. After this life such
a person, being free from all Karroa ties, is never bom again.
He is thus liberated. According to this j^ilosophy the
liberated soul can not have any consciousness, and so it can
not enjoy bliss. It la just the total cassation of painful
experience. According to a eomeissntary on this philosophy,
liberation or salvation is a state where the soul remains in
S3
its own original nature, beyond pleasure and pain. The
soul in this state is defined by the Mimansa as a substance
having existence and a potentiality for consciousness thoUj^
no actual consciousness*
19x08 one can easily see that the Mimansa philosophy
is one-8ld�S ai^ unsatisfactory and even faulty in its reason
ing. It ia a puzsle to a thinking mind how the l^imansa aeeepts
th� Vedas as the DUpreme authority and rejects Qod to whom the
Vedas sing praises so lavishly. This defect was seen and re
moved by another scihool of Indian philosophy, generally kno^n
as the Vedanta.
The Vedanta Philosophy
This philosophy 1^ very important in India, mt be-
Chatterjee and Datta, 0�. cit. , p. St-t/
^utra-Dipika. pp. 125 - 1-51
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cause of Its philosophical value only, but also because it
is closely bound up with the religion of India, Its iraport-
ane� tils� lies in the fact that it is much more alive in In
dia today then the other philosophies ao far discussed, Tho
HliKiu thinkers of the present time are also greatly dominat
ed by the Vedwta in thalr religious ideas and the world-
view.
Ihe word Vedanta" literally means the end of the
Bedas. It was originally applied to the Upanishads j but
later on It f�tood to designate all the thou^t pattern de
veloped from the Upanishads.
As to the general teaching of the Vedanta, Dr. Oarbe,
in his article on the Vendanta in Hastings �s ISncyclopaedla
of Religion aaCL Ethics, says, ^The fundamental proposition
of th� Vedanta philosophy is in agreement with the doctrine
of the ancient Upanish^fs i.e, th� Atman (self) is identi-
34
cal with the Brahman, the All- oul." I^ere Is rK> doubt a-
bout this, but this is not emug^ to get the proper picture
of the Vedanta. The V^anta ia split up into many schoolsi,
s^stly du� to the differences in the conception of '?od, fhe
moet outstanding schools of the Vedanta are: (a) Shankara,
(b) Hamanula, and (e) Madhava. Hence, It will be seen
that to diesua 8 the idea of Qod, Sin and Salvation in the
Vedanta fdailosoy^y, it is necessajtry to study the ideas of the
three main sehw>ls a^ntioned above.
^ftMfcinpa snoyolopaedlft oL Religion ^od Kthlcs,
vol. XII, p. 597
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Shamkara
Shankara was a grsat Hindu scholar who was born In
>outh India about 800 A,D, .0 hia goes the honour of sueees-
sfully opposing the Buddhias, whioh oppof^tion ultimately re
sulted in its bein^ driven out of India.
^hankara's interpretation of the Vedanta is co^Bomly
kno^^n as
'
VAita* or cnism. He held that only the Prahman
l--'^ real; �vrrythlng �l�e ir. illusion (Kaya). Dr. Devanan-
dan Pays,
i?very time he (Shankara) talks about tho unreal
ity of the world of ssnse experience, he is eaadeavoring
to prove the sole reality of the Pr^an. "^Ib Brahman
ia an absolute Being, devoid of quaities, th� �w!?olly
other*. It is eternally pure, Intellirrsnt ^r\6. free,
never changing and xinkmwablc .
It tbis is aie case, then a (Question can be asked; 1m>w is
this kod to be known and conoeivedv Shankara iamiediately
finds a way out. According to him, god (Brahisan) can be
conceived in t*o different views;
Ood as Saguna (i.e. wi^ qualities)
Ood as Hlrguna (i.e. -without qualities).
In ^is connection Shankara expoimds his two orders of teo'^-
ledge, the higher (Paravldya), ^d th� lo?/er, (Aparavidya ).
Ihe article in the Sastings l^cyclopaedia says regarding
this , thtxs ;
V/hil� in th& higher knowledge the Brahman is
gree from all attributes and qualities (nir^iuna), in
the lower knowledge it appears endo??od with the at
tributes of personality (Saguna). It is owing to ig-
D�vananden, F.:. , fhe Concept of Maya, (Lutter
worth Prosf^, Londk>n, 1951), p. J&
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noranc� t*tat theae attrlhates are ascribed to
the Brahman, for men vsho can not rise to the hei?^t
of th� Bsetaphys ieal standpoint need an object of
worship. In the lower kiwwiedge therefore, the
Brahmim eppeara as a personal Ood.
Here the word "appears � is very important. The Brahman
only appears to be personal. In reality he Is not so.
He is the only reality. Nothing exists besides him. Iven
taie individual selves are part of him. This will, thus,
make on� ask; shat about th� world, then, la it not real '
Th� world is an illusion created by th� Brstoan. Illusion
or SSaye is the magical powor of God. 1th the help of this
power, "God the Great Magician conjures up the vorld-show
wl^ all its all ?^oixlerful objects. '^"^ He gives an example
to prove his point. ^1^^ we see a rope as a snake, the sm
is not at all real, what is real is the rope. The rope �]
pears to be snalce. So also th� world is axi appearance onl^
at the back of it is Brahman* An Indian author says, �If
�e examine carefully the expressions which Shankara uses
about Maya in his great coimentary and elsewhere, his ^an-
ing is entirely uimistakable that th� ^orld is merely an
38
appearance on the back-gro\md of Br�*uBan^. Hae Brahman
is jmt at all affected by this Maya or illusion that he hii
self creates. Frazer says, **Shsa:ikara in his commentary tn
^%astiniC8 faacvalopaedia of Religion and Bthiox,
vol. XII, pTWr
Chatterje� and Datta, 0�. cit. , p. 421
Hanfide, B.D. , � dons true t ive Survey of Upanlshad 3
Fhilosophy, (oriental Book Agency, Poena, 193677 S30
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that the Haglolan la not affected by the illusion pwduced by
himself, because the Illusion is unreal, so the Prahraan as
hij^est self Is not affected by th� illusion of a ^rld."^^
But man, in his ignorance is affected by Maya and becorses a
ppcy of desire and passions due to i�hlch he falls Into the
cycle of rebirths � To get out of the Illusion to the higher
knowledge that only the Brahman Is real and to realise Waat
he iH one with the Brahman - T!h^t Art Ihou . O^^^ ^'''^)
he attains Salvation. About this hlir^er knowledge as a neces
sity for salvation. Dr. Devanandan says, that Itj
"mystically and ije^edlately appr^ends the true nature
of reality: not throu^ the categories of the senses,
but by a process of abstraction basiwt on a series of
negattons of coi^non sense experience and relations of
every day generally associated with th� world life.
This procoss is aade possible by a technique of devout
laeditatlon. By penetrating deeper and deeper inwards
afj it were, the seeker would discover t^at his real
self is the Self of t^e ITniverse. the practical mo
tive of release ip, of �surse, the sole ui%e for ac-
quirln?^ tails identity consciousness. ^
Shankara himself, very definitely says in on� of his ^orks
x^garding a man seeking salvation.
If he sees in the Self, consisting of bliss even
a small difference in the form of non- identification,
then he finds no releas� from the fear of transslgra-
tory ejelstenoe. nut ^hen he, by the cognition of ab
solute identity, finds absolute rest in the �If, con
sisting of bliss, then, he is freed frora the fear of
transmigratory existence.
Here, again, it will be seen that in the Vedanta philosophy
ignorance is ;iin and Knowledge is Salvation resulting in
^HRraser, 0�. olt., p. 91
^Devanandan, 0�. cit. , p. 99
^^Shankebhfeshya, S.P. ., vol. 34, p. 195
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Identity vlth ttie Brahaian.
Raausunuja
^ankars�8 teaching about nod, the world and the
final liberation w�ro not aatinfactory to manys this was
because his vlewa are too abstract and do not satisfy the
religious instinct of nan. ir. Radhakrlfhnan opens his
discussion on HsiBanuJa .vith the following words i
fhilosophy has its roots in man�8 practical
needs. If a system of tl�ught cannot justify fund-
aisantal human instincts and interpwst thm deeper
spirit of religion, it cannot meet with general ac
ceptance, the speculations of ^llosophers,
^ not coafort us in our stress and suffering, are
355ara intellectual diversion and not serious think
ing, he absolute of Shankara, ri�id, nationless
and ^lly 1 icvin^ in initiative and influence can
not call forth our �crrship.
Shankara's views fall in ^e classification mentioned in
the above i^rds of Dr. Radhakrishnan. It fell upon Han-
sauja, a few centuries after Shankara, to give to the Hin
du ?^orld another aspect of the Vedanta |^iloso|iiy.
Raai�nuja was born In oriperumbudur In tfee year 1027
A#D. He was a brilliant s^tiolar and very learned, ^fter a
brief imsucoessful attenpt to lead a happy married life, he
decided renunciation was the best way of life for bis?, and
became ah ascetic. Very soon he became very popular and
the admiring trorld began to call hins a ''yatirpij", meaning,
the prince of ascetics.
KaiBantiJa* s interpretation of the Vedanta is known as
^^Radhakrishnan, 0�. cit. , vol. II, r.
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VlBhl�htft�dv�lta or ouallfied tionis:;. ^�cording to him,
Ood t� th� AlMioltite R��LXit7 pos8�8B�d of two integral parts,
matter and the finite spirits. Brahman Is the only Heality
in tti� sense that outside or Independent of God ther� Is no
other reality. Raiuanuja holds that God contains t.ithin him
self the material objects as w�ll as the finite souls which
ar� real, 'thus, the Absolute One contains many. This is th�
qualified ik>nism of Harmuja. Like Shankara, Hamanuja does
not believe that God Is Kirguna. He believes that God is
Sagtma, i.e. having qualities such as osmlpotence, osmis-
ci�nc3 and benevolence, etc. Ood really created th� world,
sustains It, and dissolves it* thus, according to Ha^u|a,
Haya is t^ie r^d�s po"-er of creating wonderful objects of the
world in reality and not only as an illusion, as Shankara
holds. The v?orld Is real and a fact to Ramnuja. Dr. 8adha~
krlshnan says, PMinaja, Ood is both the transcendent
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and the iiresianent ground of the world.* Haemuja not only
assigned personality to CJod, but he mad� hir-^ l^e object of
worship and the ^al of religious aspiration* He tau^t
that pleasing God throu^ prayer, we can obtain salva
tion through his isercy.
As for the idea of bondage of the self and itr liber
ation, Haaairuja lays stress on Karnia, fhe Karma is the cause
of the boiKiage of the self. Due to ^e Karsia ^e self getai
embodied in particular bodies and then identifies itaelf
^^Radhakrishnan, op. cit., vol. II, p. 686
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witib the body. This is Qie eaus� of th� suffering. To at
tain srilv-jfclon Raasnuja advocated the coablned way of t^e
^�^orks and knowledge. In th� works h� includes different
obligatory rituals �)Haaanded by the Vedas to do. To per
form these ^gedic rituals correctly, on� oust study the Mim
ansa whicSb ^"^ill lead hia to th� study of the Vedanta by
'shich he will come to knov
that the 3od is the creator, sustainer and con
troller of all beings, and that his soul Is not ident
ical with the body, but is really a part of :>od who
controls it from i^lthln* He further learns met lib
eration can be attained not by study and rea@on^g,but
only if iod Is pleased to choose hi- for liberation.^*
Ihis does not moan ^OMt Kamnuja advocates kmwledge is a
steady, constant remembrance of God ^hicb is described as
meditation and devotion.
Intense z^em)�p^ee of Ood, or devotion, thus
praetieed, ultimately matures into an Immediate know-
led^ of rod. 13sis is, therefore, the final means to
liberation* rhls brings about the destruction of all
ignorance and Ear�as by �hi<*i the body is caused.
Therefore, the Soul that realizes God is liberated -
from the body forever, �it^ut any chance of rebirl^.^
Hs^muja also differs from Shankara in his idea of
the nature of the self in t^e state of liberation or sal
vation. Dr. Radhakrishnan says, again, "Salvation , accord
ing to Ra^uja is not ^e disappearance of the self, but its
release from th� limiting barriers. ��e released soul at-
46
tains th� nature of God, though not identity wi^ him.'
"^^Chatterjee and Datta, 0�. cit. , p. 487
*�Badhakrishnan, 0�. olt. , vol. II, pp. voj-*?]
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Profeasop Ran&de brings out th� ooB5>arison between Raianuja�s
and Shankara* s Idea of the state of salvation in tfee follow
ing words.
fO Rararmja it ooni^ists in attaining to divine
ass illation and in being like bin thou^ different
from him,while to Shankara it eons is ts in being f in-
U.ly atoned to Divinity and being at^orbed in that
Diving Life in sueb a i*ay that no trace of personal
esdstenoe reiaains. ^7
In short, the liberated soul is like iod and not identical
�ith Qod, as Shankara says.
ladhava
ThQ founder of the third most important school of the
Vedanta was Madhava. He was born in 1199 A.D. in South Cle
ars district of India. He becaise very prominent in his Vedic
learning taiidL soon became an ascetic. Very little is known of
Ma^ava^s life as it is shrouded in a series of reported sair-
aeles. Dr. Devanandeoi says that the miracles attributed %o
Madhava "strangely res�aible those attributed to ^esus of
Ifasaretb. He feeds his folic*�rs with loaves product mir-
eculously, walks on �ater, stills the tempest and finally
desappeared one day even as he set one day teaching.***�
Whereas ShaHcara*� teaching was cell^ Honifm, Had-
hsva*s teacy^ing is known as Dualism of Madhava, as he main-
trains absolute and eternal difference bet^e^n Bralman and
the world. ^'Ood, according to Madhava, is knowledge snd
47 ^
Hanade, op. olt^. � p� ta3
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evanandan, op. cit. , p. 141
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bliss. H� is independent of everything and remains one in
the aaldst of different forms. He is endowed �flth an infin
ite number of qualities. His chief functions are eimmerated
49a� eight altogether.** Madhava also holds that 3od becai^
incaxmate in n�ny foms and delivered soulfs frem the world
and its cycles. According to Dr. Kadhalrrislman, Madhava 1-
dentlfied Qod isfith Vishnu *ho ^manifests himself in various
forms, appears periodically in incarnations and is said t�
be jsiystieally present in the sacred images." ^ Madhava also
aesoeiates Ood (Vishnu) with his female counterpart, La�mi,
�ho is capable of assuming various forms , but without a ma-
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teriftl body. She is co-etemal with him and all-pervading.
Aeoording to Madhava, a sound mral life is necessary
for salvation* According to him a virtuous life leads to the
proper knowl^ge of God and the trul^. Here, the virtuous
life isould be a life led according to ttie pattern of th�
Vedas unier the gulden c<r^ of a proper t eacher.
Surprisingly enough, Madhava, in his teaching intro
duces the neeesslty of a Mediator to make ons able to appawsach
God. Veyu is that iiedlator. He also eB^asizes the ip-ace on
the part of Ood and says that a man can never deserve to be
aaved. It is only through grace Uiat he can be redeemed.
atrangely, Madhava, aleo says that Ood Is not forced by any
*^Ibid. , p. 162
SO
Hadhakriehnan, 0�. cit. , vol. II, p. 742
SI
loc. cit.
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considerations of asrit. He nln^lj elects sore� for salvat
ion and others for ^e opposite end.^
According to Hadhava, the state of salvation Is fel
lowship ^ith Ood and not identification with hia. Professor
Ranad� compares the view� of Kadhava, Rajanv^a and Shankara
on this matter In the fol loving words?
^
�hile, to Madhava, beatitude consists in beinglirted up to the region of the deity and coming intohis presence, to Riuanu^a it consists in attalnins? to
divine assiailation and in being lik� him though different from him, while to benkars it conpists in be
ing finally atoned to Divinity and being absorbed in
that Divine Life in �uc*j f^way that no toace of per
sonal existence remains. �^
Soaietoow Madhava seeas to b� very close to th� Christian
thoui^t in his idea of salvation and future life. Dr. li -d-
hakrishni^ e3i$>lains Madhava* s ideas about future life in
the following words :
^'hile tl^se who attain relaase ecNsepe fross the
world of Saasara, others pass on at death to a differ
ent existence, thlah is determined by the la� of Karma.
At deathi the coarse body dissolves into its component
parts , while tha soul olad in a body of fine impercept-
iblo satter, together with th� senses, goes either to
the celestial regions, teaiporar^ hells, or gets into
the liminous regions of the mon, where it stays for a
time in aecordance witOi its merit, men it gets into
the woiab of the ao^er, where the soul's new �arthly
body is produced, tlius, rebir^ continues till the
soul develops love or hatred for Ood to th� fullest ex
tent when it is released or cast into hell, ^*
One can detect the idea of election and pre-destlnation in
th� theology of Sadhave very easily by the abov� remark.
^^Ibid. . p. 747
*'*'Ranads, o�* cit., p. ai3
'Radhakjflshnan, o-;. olt., vol. II, p. 749
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Haer* are aom� wove aohools of the Vedanta, but the
space hap� does nOt peradt to deal with thea. It i-^ best now
to fflove to the Modem Indian thougjat.
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0od, Sin and Salvation in the
Hodem Indian 'Vho^xf$lt
It Is not difficult to assign a definite date as to
the beginning of the period which can be called the period
of Modern Indain thinking, th� subject of this chapter.
Ifi 1800 Mohamadanism, which had ruled and dominated India
for centuries, wa� steadily declining. A new po �r had come
in - the British. India also got at this tim� �hat may b�
called the great Awakening. Thm course of this awakening
can be traced to t-�o saajor causes - the British rule and
the Protestant i;issions. the British, in the beginning,
were against preaching Christianity to the Indian people.
Ihe follo�^lng quotation will sho� to what extent they went
in this Batter,
They {i.e. the British) absolutely refused to
allow sny aissionary to settle in their territory.
Hany missionaries, both British and ^iMirioans, landed
in India, only to be deported by the authorities.
they refused to employ native Christians in any capa
city, and they enforced �11 the rlgowe of Hindu law
�isainst them. In the B^gal anay. If any native sol
dier wished to become a Christian, he was forcibly
prevented by the authorities; or if by any chance he
became baptised, he was expelled from th� service. 1
llals fierce poliey was reversed, however, from 1813 onwards
and a close collalx>ration between th� British government and
^Farquhar, Iaodem Beliglous vovemonts In India
(Use l^aciBlllan Co., Hew York, 1919) p. 10
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the Miss lone followedl. Christianity was preached vl^rous-
ly. Ihe pioneer missionaries opened school?, for boys and
glrl�, built orphanages and hocpltals ,and chxirches, big smd
sa*ll, began to spring up. The Hindus the christian
culture in th� British people and the native converts. Ihey
saw how the British treated their woieon. Ihey nm their so
cial eostoms and reli-iour faith und worship. Thus, Christ
ianity -larin.j^ly pointed out the filth and backwardness df
Rinduiss and certain ilndu customs, -ccial rr-d rell^-ious.
There was only one �ay for the thinking Hindus - to accept
Christianity or to reform Hinduisjs. Unfortunately they re
solved to refers Hinduism. It ie not that only Hinduism was
thus influenced by Osristlanity. The deelinlns: f^^oharaadani^ffi
too ^aa affected to a oertain extent and there nvot^e certain
religious reform �oveisents in that religion too, and also in
otl�r religions of India. Hence, this period, IBOO 6.D. on-
^^ards, aay fitly be called the period of the modem religious
siovei^nts in India. *':.D. Soper says, ^But with nil this In
dia has coriQ into contact with the '^est and cannot r��aln
the eaBie. estern education and ideas ar� eating Into the
fabric of Indian culture and great changes are iEtpendinf;.'*
AsKtng other things, the changes mentioned here resulted in
Biany big and SKall religious isovements. Some reforms favored
vigorous refoms on th� pattern of Christianity, but �os�
refonss came into existence in def^mee of the old faith.
o
Soper, E.D., The ^�ligions of Mankind (Th� Abing
don Press, Cincinnati, 1981), p. 175
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As th� subject of this thesis Is a United one, only
the B�st outstanding of these religious Bjovesents will be
dealt with here to trace their ideas about Ood, Sin and
Salvation.
The Brstoa SsiaaJ
Pregsr says that the influence of Western oivillEa-
tion and thouf^t on the educated and thinking classes was
first shown by t^e forsation of the Brahma bamaj in lB2e by
Ram ltoh�n Roy.'
Ra� l^han fU>y, the founder of the Brahma SasaJ, is the
pioneer of all living advance, religious, social and education
al, in tim Hindu coiamnity during ^� nlneteenl^ century.* He
�as born in 1772 in a hi^ Brahmin family of a very religious
father amd mother, '^hen quite a boy he studied ^hamedan re
ligion and *as greatly influenced by the Sufi School of S?oham-
i^dem philosoxOiers. hen he eae fifteen years old he had to
leave his hoffie because of his differences wiUi his fattier on
idolatry, and led for sosje tls� a wondering life during which
he stialied Buddhisi^. In 1796 he began to study i^glish, and
very soon all his convictions underwent a serious transfoina-
ation. jTtsr retiring from the *?est India Coiig>anT, in ifhich
b� serv^ as a revenue officer and asiassed a fortune, he set-
tiad ia Calcutta and came in contact *lth the Christian Hiss-
eraser, OP. cit. , p. 308
%'arquhar , op. cit. , p. 29
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slonaries at Slras^ra, ajid began to study Christianity very
seriously. He also holped to translate the Bible and hirself
wrote a book, �^e Principles of Jesus, th� Guide to Peace
^ Happinsss . In spite of all this Christian influence he
never boo am� a Christian. On the other herd he strove to re
fer� :-lndui8m soclellY, educationally 'jn^ religiously, and
founded In 1828, a society �hich he r.sraed as th� Brahme Sam-
aj, after the god of the Upanishads. In 1830, Kaje Ram Mohan
m>y �ent to England to study life and religion. Re never re
turned. He died in Bristol in 1853.
Ihe following is the stsisaary of the beliefs of th�
s
Prahma Saaaj as founded 1^ Ham Hohsn Boy.
(1) God is a personal being with sublime moral at
tributes .
(g) 'od has never becorse incarnat�.
(3) Ood hears end answers prayer.
(4) Ood is to be fforshipped only ir PT>iritual ways,
Hindu asceticlsss, temples �md fixed foras of "orshlp are un
necessary. Men of all castes and races may worship Qod ac
ceptably.
{6> Repentance and cessation froai sin constitute
the only way to forgiveness and salvation.
(6) Sature and intuition ar� th� sources of know
ledge of Qod. Wo book is authoritativ�.
p�rsonally Ham llohan Roy* a visits about God followiSl
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the trend of Delsia and hence he did not include prayer in Uie
worship of th� Samaj as long as he was the active leader of
It;. He also did not believe in tranaaigration, and thus in
this respect he broke completely froja feinivjisn-..
Neat to Raia Mohan Key, the name of Keshau Chandra Sen
Is most prominent aaiong the leader- of the "^rahnia Samaj. Ho
Joined the Sajna.5 in 1857. He was ^/ell-educated and especial
ly was very tmich interested in '"tsrir tianity and studied it
very de��pl . Ho* far he -^ss Influenced b - Christ ^;ill be
seen in ^hat he said In one of hi� very farasus addresses,
**None but Jesus, none but Jostxs, non� but Jesus ever desenved
this bright, this precious diadem, India, and Jesus shall have
it - Christ ia a true To^^i.** The very pith and marrow of
Keshau Chandra Sen'? doctrines can be sumi^ed up in three as
pects, all of which ar� derived from Christ.
(a) Reoofpjition of the glory of the character of
Christ end its value as an example to saan.
(b) The sens� of a in and ^;11 it leads to.
(c) The Cferlstlan attitude to social life. Put,
unfortunately, Keshau Chandra Sen went too fsr and declared
that Christ fulfills Hinduism and later on he put himself on
a level with Christ. He said, *'If Christ ^fas the center of
his dispensation, aa I not the center of this?" recause
of some serious differences Keshau Chandra Sen 8�parat�1
from the original Brahm Samaj and founded his own which he
�Prazer, eg. olt. . p. 311
"^Parquar. 0�. cit., p. 66
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Oftllsd, after the Christian fashion, the Church of the Hew
�l�pensatlon. The following is the stat B,^nt of faith of
the New Dispensation.
(1) God - I believe that God is one. He is infln-
, perfect, alaii^ty, all-^ls�, all-nol , all.bllssful.
eternal, oaffllpresent, our Creator, Mother, Friend, Oulde,
Judge, and - saviour.
(2) Soul - I believe that the Soul is eternally
progressive �nd i�aiortal.
(3) Spiritual Law - I believe in natural inspira
tion, goneral and special,
(4) Moral LaM - i believe in (Hsd's sjoral law as
revealed trough the eoismandments of the conscious, enjoin
ing perfect rli^teourness in all things.
(�) Scriptures - I accept and revere the scriptures
so far as they arc records of the wisdois and devotion and
piety of inspired geniuses and of the dealings of {k>d�s
special providence in the salvation of nations, of thich re
cords only the Spirit is God's, but the letter man'?.
(6) Prophets - I accept and respect the world's
proi^ets and saints so f aJ:* as they e�body and reflect the
different elomanta of divine character, and set for^ the
higher Ideals of life for the instruction and ^^anet if ication
of the world.
(7) Chruch - X believe in th� Qitireh Universal
whi<^ is the deposit of all ^itncient wisdoa and which recog-
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nlzes in all prophets and saints a hansony, in all scriptures
� unity and through all dispensations a continuity - and which
shall make all nations and sects one K:ingdoK � nd one family In
t*^e fulness of tlrre.
(8) Synopsis - My creed is the science of Ood hlch
raalij^tensth all. Ey gospel is the love of od icb atsveth
all. My heaven is life in Ood �hich ia accessible to all.
^ y church is t>' .t invisible Kingdom of od in wi^ich is all
truth?, all love all holiness. �
llie Prar^ana Samaj
Itiis Saaaj was founded ir Bosbay, as a result of Kes
hau Chandra Sen is visit to that city in Westei^ India, in
1867 by Dr. Atmara^ Pandurang (l8f<3-lB^i8) . Great Indian
schol-srs like Bhandarkar and Ranads ?^ers the meisbers of this
society. Its beliefs ar� alsaost like th� Brahma Saiaaj and
give up cosipletely the Inspiration of the Vedas and the doc
trine of transmigration. Hsis Samaj lays maeh stress or so
cial refold.
Ih^ folio Ing is th� 8t�t�ra^nt of its belief rs
(1) God la the creator of thia Univsrs�. He is the
only true Qod. fi� is eternal, spiritual, infinite, ^^ood,
all- joy, all-ruler, oianlsclent, almighty, merciful, all-
holy and the saviour of th� sinn�rs.
(2) His worship alone leads to bapplnese in this
world and the next.
�� "^-'j* ' "� ' "'
� """ ^ " "
� Ibid., p. 72
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(3) Lo\r� and onrer�no� for him, faith in him, pray
ing and singing to him and doing pleasing thinps to him con
stitute true worship,
(4) Idol worship is not true ^de of divine is'orship.
(5) Ood does not incarnate himself. There is no one
book directly revealed by Ood or is ifeolly infallible.
<6) All men are Rls <4iildren. ftsere should be,
9
hence, no distinction.
The Arya Sa^aj
this lavement caae into eadstenee to defend the old
Hinduism end to aiake it once more one of the greatest relig
ions. The fotmder of this PamaJ was , **Day�nand Saraswati,
whose Watchword wss *backk to the Vedas', and ^ho believed
IMia could only be regenerated by a return to the ancient
fatih.*^^ rhis Samaj is opposed to idolatry, but caste,
Karma and transmigration are still dominant factors in Its
faith. "Violently opposed to Christianity and lending it
self to the nationalistio agitation, the An^ Samaj tends to
11
become as i^ch a political as a religious isovement.
'
The beliefs of the Sasaj are based on the following
convictions of the fouMer.
(1) There is one Ood only, Bd alone is to be wor
shipped, spititually and not be laages.
(g) The Four Vedas are Ood�� knowledge. They con-
^^3oper, C�. olt. , p. 178
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tain all religious truth and science. They are the eternal
utterance of God.
(3) Tlie Vedas teach transaigration and Kai^a.
(4) Forgiveness is forever iiaposslble.
{5} Salvation is estancipation froa transmigration;
and is attained by continuous well-doing.
(6) Ail actions ouf^t to be done conformably to
virtue 1. e., after a thorough consideration of rli^t or
erocg.
Ramkrishns Mission
l^ls sovement too arose in full defence of the old
religion. Its founder was Haffikrlshna Parasshansa, who was
bora in 1834 in a poor ortiaodoae '-rahailn faaslly. From his
early childhood he showed great interest in religion and re
ligious books. He never received any education, but because
of his religious fervor, he was asade an assistant priest t o
his elder bfother. He began to worship the goddess Kali
B�re and more fervently, so itsuch so, that he began to pass
into a trance and reiaain unconseioue for a considerable dur
ation of tlBse. His iBother and brokers, seeing this, arrang
ed tK> have hiss married, thinking this would change his atti-
tiide toward religion. But the matters did not ohange and so
he was remved frosi the priest's office, as he was neglect
ing his duties due to the religious ecstacy. Soon he came
in contact with a Brahsin nun, a woioan of great beauty and
12
considerable learning. She, knowing Yoga, tauipit him what
Farc^ar, 0�. cit. , p. 190
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ever she knew. Later on, a aonk, following Shankara' s Ved
anta, also gave hi� some instruetlona in th� Vedanta and in
itiated hiai a aonk or a Sanyasl, Very soon Kaiakrlshna he-
caae very famous, and people came to see hiss froa far and
wide,
Ramkrlshna taught that all r eliglons are true. Bis
teaching about God can be su^arired as follows:
<1) Ood, in His tru� essence is impersonal, unknow
able and beyond the reach of cian.
(2) Everything that is, is th� isanifestatlon of God.
(3) Everything that happens is done by Hisi,
(4) Kali, the goddess, le one of the chief manifes
tations of Ood and is the divine Mother of the Universe.
Haiskrishna Mission movement gets its present import
ance not only because of its founder, but also because of his
most illustrious disciple who became famous by the name of
Vivekanand. Vivekensnd was well-educated and took his de
gree from a Christian college in Calcutta, and was well-
versed in philosophy. In 1882, he saw Raajkrlshna and be
came his disciple. Vivekanand represented Findulsra at the
p&rlianent of Heligions, held in Oiicago, in 1893, where he
made a great litres s ion by his eloquence and striking per
sonality. He also won some ^imerlcan and aogliffb <5lsclpl�s.
After his return, he founded systematically, two Monasteries
which are now kno^n as Has^lshna ISisslon. The l^ission does
chiefly philanthropic �ork.
Vivekananda*8 beliefs can be said to be as follows:
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(1) All religions are true and geod and therefore,
�?ery man ought to remain in his own rell^jlon.
(2) Ood is isspersonal, unknowable and non-moral.
He is manifested In all the world, in all men, in all gods
and incarnations.
(3) l!he human soul is truly divine and all men are
saints.
(4) It Is a sin to call any human being sinful.
(6) Idolatry is very healthy and a spiritual form
of worship,
(6) Everything In Hinduism le valuable and must bo
retained and hence the referasers are mistaken.
(7) Hindu civilise^on is good, beautiful and spir
itual in every part.
fheosophy
Another isovement that has attracted many a learned
man In India Is Theosophy. It is a system of religion, science
and practical life, founded by a woman of dubious character,
named Madame Blavatsky, and her partner. Ck>lonel Olcott.
It was founded In Hew York, in 1875, but was furthered and
spread in India by Mrs. Besant who also took a leading part
in Iiwiia's nationrsl struggle for Independence. Theosojfcy
"purports to be the final truth of the universe, tau^t in
different lands and at different times by various founders of
religion and teachers of ]^llosoph>' , but revealed anew to
Madam Blavatsky by oertain Masters or Mekbataas (i.e. Oreat
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Souls) said to lly� in Tibet and elsewhere. '^^^ The history
of Theosophy as a raoveiaent in India is full of frauds and
immoral acts on ttse part of its leaders and 1? herdly worthy
of mention here.
The following are some If the beliefs of this move
ment:
(1) �e know nothinr about the Infinite, the Abso
lute, except that It is.
(2) In the Absolute there are innumerable universes,
and In each universe there are countless solar systems.
Each solar system is the expression of a Mighty Being who
is what men call aod.
<5) Under ttais solar Deity ther� are Seven BUnlstcrs,
called Planetary Spirits.
(4> In the world there is a graat official who r�-
pr�eent3 th� solar Seity. He is lije one that causes every
religion to come into existence according to the need.
(5) Hence, all religions ax^ true.
<6) DeaUi ia thm laying aside of the mystical body.
Man makes for himself his own purgatory and heaven. They
are not places, but states of consciousness. Hell does not
exist; it is only a theological imagination.
(7) After a life in the higher realm, man Is bom
again that he awy make more progress.
(8) laiportance of Occultism and the Teachers. (Under
^^arqiJhar, 0�. cit. , p. ^8
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th� name of tho Oocultism or olalnroyance , Theosoi^iy Is krK>�n
to hav� Indulgod in many frauds and deceptions to gain import-
anoe and disciples'.
Apart from the movements discussed ahove there are
many more movements worth taking into consideration, but
space does not permit one to do so, the movements discussed
are sufficient to she* the trend of the modem Indian thought .
One faet is outstanding. Hinduism, by following Christianlly
only half-way amdi in some cases trying to igtKjre Christianity
purposely, is not advancing to some higher development, but
gradually decaying inwardly. Complete surrender to Jesus
Christ is the only salvation for India.
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CHAFTER VII
Cone lua ion
i^hlle pointing out the function of phi lo sophj, r.
Radh&lcpishnan has said, "Fhilosophy has for its function
the ordering of life and the guidance of action. It sits
at the helffi and directs our course through the changes and
chances of the world. He also points out that when phil-
osophy is alive, it can not be remote froa the life of the
people. This is very true of the Indian philosophy- We
see everywhere. In all the walks of life of the Indian peo
ple the effects of the various s<^ols of philosophies, dis
cussed in this thesis, one way or ot^er.
By no^ it must be obviotis to the reader how God-
conscious the IiKlian people have been. The term that is
applied to Splnosa may fitly be applied to the whole of In
dia. India is a God-intoxicated nation. In this life no
thing matters, bat God. Ihe effect of thi^ teaching wc see
in the innumerable temples that we find in India. The tem
ples at Madura, Somnath, Benaras, Kolliapur, Mysore, etc.,
are amazing feats of architecture considering the times in
which they were built. When one sees marvellous carvings
and paintings in th� Ajanta Caves and other such places, one
realizes what wonders man achieves �herj influenced by a rel
igion. If th�8 superstitious belief in the future 13fe, as
Radhakrishnan, 0�. cit., vol. II, p. 770
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Egyptians bel laved, made Pharaohd to bukld 8*e- Inspiring
pypamids, no wonder ttoe Implicit faith In the Idea that every
thing Is Ood and that Uod can be In ssiythlng and can dwell In
man-made temples, made the Hindus to build their stupendous
tci^lca. Even the Buddhists and the Jainas did not escape from
this Initial Influence. In ancient timea, and even now. tem
ples have a very is^rtant place in t he life of a town and its
eociety. This ia^rtance v.as due to a two-fold reason. The
belief in the idol that was in it end the necessity of the
priest in social and religious practices. Even a great modern
Eindu sum like Mahatma Gandhi had to say, "My tenple-going Is
i�t an idle thing. It Is a definitely sacred thing that has
come to in my life at an opportune moxa^at.
The belief , ^at Ck>d assumes any form , has also influ
enced greatly the Indian thinking and social customs. For this
cause aniJMLls like monkeys, anakes and cows are worshipped, and
the Hinduism teaches that a guest must be treated �ith utmost
respect and attention.
The teaiding of the Buddha and the ^aina philosophies
too has influenced the life in India to a oonelderable extent.
The teaching of Ahimsa as tau^t by these philosophies has
given a great is^etus to the vegetarian manner of food and
kindness towards animals and birds and insects, kahtma Gandhi
attribute to it a still hl^er interpretation, and said,
^'In any event, how l ^ish the BIikIus were influenced by ay
^%ftndhl, M.K., Hindu I'^harma (Havajlvan tubllshing
House, 'hnedabad, 1950), p. 89
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teaohing �f Ahimsa which is a force ndi^tier than th� force
of arras, howewer po^-erful.*
Ihe doctrines of Kenuncistion and Kaya haw� also in
fluenced the Indian view of llf�. Life is supposed to be
full of suffering and henc� one must get rid of it, sooner
the better, fhe best life is th� lif� of renunciation. This
view has given false dignity to the begfsrs and poverty to
dignified. One can easily sec ^fey in Invdla there ar� so many
beggars, fakirs and saints that live rsostly on alms. Self-
torture too has crept in y.nd is considered to be a great Vir
tue, Ihte Yoga philoseph^ is interpreted to teach that such
types of self-torture builds up the mental pow�r which leads
one to th� state of Jivanimakti. Hence Sadhus (Saints) v^ho
sleep on a bed of sharp nails, who bury themselves alive for
some hours, and go naked in extreme cold or heat, ar� gr�atly
respected and fearad by tl^a� wlm think th�y hav� attained
some divine power by &u<&i iinusual feats of suffering.
These philosophies also have united to creates be
lief that the fate of man lies in th� hands of some Cosmic
P-^^er. This has resulted in the belief in astrology snd aup-
moments ai^ days. Hence every important event or ceremony is
performed only if the astrology gives Its green signal. Other
wise, it is abandoned or postponed till certain stars regain
their proper place In the vast firmament, then India got Its
Ibid., p. 148
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independence, the self-governing po�er eas received from th�
British at the most auspicious moment, declared some of th�
priests. Thus, we ��� how the philosophy has influencad th�
life of th� poeplo of India in all its aspocts.
At this stage, a question may justly be asked. Has
Indian philosophy achieved anything and contirbuted to the
develo|�i0nt of th� nation? Th� answer to this question is
not easy - at least it can not be a clear-cut 'yes'' or 'no".
Because, as Dr. Radhakrishnan says, **The thinkers of India
are the inherit �rs of the gr�at tradition of faith in r�a-
son. the s�oient seers, desired not to copy, but to create.
The Indian ancient phllosoj^ers must surely be congratulated
for their capacity of reasoning and reaching to certain con
clusions ix�iependently, centuries before Kant even dreamt of
18
as Deussen points out. 'fhey were mi^ty philosophers
indeed, taking into consideration the age in which tiiey s^c-
ulated. These philosophers, also maet b� congratulated for
the sttbjeet of their speculation - the Heal. But wh�n we see
what they produced and offered to the world, one is utterly
disappointed. Their Heal proved to be the Frankenstein-like
unreal - a monster created by a logical brain. Mo doubt,
Upanishadlc doctrines, like the one quoted by l<lahatma-Gandhi ,
"Ood pervades all - animate and inanimate, therefore, re-
^'^Hadhakrishnan, 0�. cit., vol. II, p. 776
*^Deussen, Fhilosophy of the Dpanishads
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no\i�06 all and dedicate it to God and then live'*-^? have un-
detained the nation by makinic it give up the dee ire to pro
gress and advance. It Is du� to nuch pessiaietlc philoso
phies that India one� a great nation has now becom� a stag-
�at� and a backward one.
Iso thes� philosophies have failed in their �stiiaa-
tlon of sin, >vhich has resulted in an unhealthy definition
of morality, which. In many cases covers sin with the garb
of religion and virtue. For example, take the custom of
Devadasls, i.e. dedicating young girls to gods, who then in
dulge in prostitution openly in the naae of religion, i^iahat-
raa Gandhi condeimaed this particular practice In thes� words.
"Calling them devadasls (meaning attendants of Ood) w� ir.
suit God Himself in the name of religion, and re commit a
double crime in that we use these sisters of ours to serve
our lust axMi take in th� same breath the name of God.'
There are many such practices, but the Mahatma could not
ootb^eem all.
Also ttie picture of the future life is very uncer
tain and without any definite hope. KlnduisK l^wls a man
vith the burden of hia Kama so mach that by th� time he
reaches the grave he hardly has any strengtti left to look up
and have a peep yonder.
In short Indian philosoi^y has failed in its attempt
^%andhl, 0�. olt., p. 388
20
Ibid. , p. 426
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make Qod kiK>im to ean and point a vay to His heaven. In
fact, no i^losopher can do tibiat. There is only One �feo can
Jaake God known to man. And He is the Lord Jsstir Christ, who
said, 1 am the �ay, the Truth and the Life.....' In4ia needs
Jesus Christ and His way.
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